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Abstract

The subject of this dissertation is the impingement and simultaneous heat transfer of

an initially isothermal microdroplet on a flat and isothermal substrate, at a different

temperature than the droplet. The main novel feature of this basic research is that

the three dimensional phenomenon is considered in its entirety, i.e. the substrate

is in motion, the droplet impinges with any angles in regard to the normal to the

surface and therefore the resulting flow and heat transfer are non-axisymmetric.

The implications of fluid mechanics on the heat transfer are also considered and

quantified.

Unlike other attempts to resolve this complex phenomenon, the present study does

not call on the Volume of Fluid Method ( VOF) or the Abstract Lagrangian Eu-

lerian Method (ALE), but investigates and solves the problem using a Lagrangian

approach.

The Lagrangian approach, already applied with success in the case of axisymmetric

impacts and pile-up of microdroplets, has the intrinsic advantage of tracking the flow

particles and thus ensures an accurate description of the free surface deformation.

Both the fluid mechanics and heat transfer problems are resolved using the Finite

Element Method.

A critical issue of numerical methods based on a computational mesh is the quality

of the underlying grid, which strongly affects the accuracy of results. In our case,

the grid is affected by major deformations during the droplet impact. Therefore,

a stable surface and volume mesh generator is used in conjunction with a robust

surface reconstruction algorithm to maintain an optimum quality of the volume and

surface mesh. To perform this task, a surface reconstruction algorithm fits a Non-

Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surface onto the free surface of the droplet,

which is then used to generate a new surface mesh.
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Numerical results and experiments are in good agreement, especially during the

spreading stage of the droplet. Regarding the recoiling phase, variations between

numerical simulations and experiments are observed as wetting of the substrate was

not modeled, as explained in the course of this dissertation.

The numerical results show that the growth of the contact surface between the

droplet and the substrate is monotonie during the spreading phase. However during

the recoiling phase, the decrease of the contact surface can be delayed under certain

flow and droplet deformation conditions. These delays are attributed to pressure

distribution behavior.

A significant result of this work is that the three dimensional behavior of the droplet

impact manifests itself in terms of a rolling/translational motion, particularly no¬

ticeable at high substrate velocities and large impact angles with respect to the

normal to the surface, combined with large impact velocities. The surface tension

has a correcting effect and supports a tendency to return the motion to an axisym-

metric mode. Neither splashing phenomena nor fingering formation was observed

within the parametric domain of this dissertation.



Résumé

Le sujet de cette thèse est l'étude tri-dimensionnelle de l'impact et du transfert de

chaleur simultané d'une micro-gouttelette initialement isotherme sur un substrat

plat et initialement isotherme, mais de temperature différente. L'originalité de cette

thèse tient dans le traitement de l'impact de la micro-gouttelette dans toute sa

complexité, i.e. le substrat est en mouvement, la gouttelette impacte le substrat

avec un angle quelconque, de sorte que l'écoulement et le transfert de chaleur sont

non-axisymétriques. Les implications de la mécanique des fluides sur le transfert de

chaleur sont aussi considérées et quantifiées.

Contrairement à d'autres tentatives sur ce phénomène complexe, la présente étude

ne fais pas appel aux méthodes dites VOF (Volume of Fluid) ou ALE (Abstract

Langrangian Eleurian), mais examine et résoud ce problème en mettant en oeuvre

une approche Lagrangienne.

Cette approche, déjà été utilisée avec succès dans le cas d'impacts axisymétriques

et d'empilements de micro-gouttelettes, a l'avantage intrinsèque de suivre le mouve¬

ment des particules fluides conduisant ainsi à une définition précise de la déformation

de la surface libre. Les problèmes de mécanique des fluides et de transfert de chaleur

sont résolus par la Méthode des Eléments Finis.

Le problème majeur de toutes méthodes numériques basées sur un maillage est la

qualité de celui-ci, qui influence fortement la précision des résultats. Dans le cas

présent, le maillage subit des déformations majeures durant l'impact de la gout¬

telette. Par conséquent, un mailleur de surface et de volume stable est utilisé en

conjonction avec un algorithme de reconstruction de surface pour maintenir une

qualité optimale du maillage volumique et surfacique. Pour ce faire, l'algorithme

de reconstruction de surface ajuste une surface NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-

Spline) sur la surface libre de la gouttelette, qui est ensuite employée pour générer
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un nouveau maillage de surface.

Les résultats numériques et expérimentaux concordent particulièrement durant la

phase d'écrasement de la gouttelette. Quant à la phase de recul, des variations

entre les prédictions numériques et les expériences sont observées du fait que le

mouillage de la surface n'est pas modélisé.

Le résultats numériques montrent que la croissance de la surface de contact entre

la gouttelette et le substrat est monotone, mais que sa décroissance peut subir des

variations importantes suivant les conditions d'écoulement et de déformation de la

gouttelette. Ces variations sont attribuées au comportement de la pression au sein

de la gouttelette, qui, suivant les conditions d'impact, peut retarder le mouvement

de recul du fluide.

Un résultat majeur de cette thèse est que le comportement tri-dimensionnel de

l'impact de la gouttelette se manifeste par un mouvement de rotation/translation,

principalement visible pour des vitesses de translation du substrat importantes et

des angles d'impact élevés combinés à de hautes vitesses d'impact. La tension super¬

ficielle tend à conserver une forme axisymétrique de la gouttelette. Aucune tendance

à des phénomènes d'éclaboussement simple ou d'éclaboussement par filaments n'a

été observée dans le cadre du domaine paramétrique de cette étude.
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1. Introduction

One of the very first published studies of droplet impact on a surface was authored

by Worthington in 1877 [1, 2]. He stated in this study his need to understand the

watermarks left on smoked glass plates by impacting water and mercury droplets

falling from various heights. To perform his experiments, he built an original electric

circuit breaker device (Fig. 1.1), which generated an electric spark at a preset delay

after a droplet impacts on a glass surface. The spark generated by this device was

short enough to take an instantaneous frame of the droplet shape and long enough

for a visual record. He subsequently drew the shapes he observed (Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.1: Worthington's electrical spark generation device for the

visualization of droplet impact and deformation

The drawings of Worthington show the axisymmetric spreading on the surface and

1
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radial wave propagation from the droplet center (Fig. 1.2a). They also depict the

thinning and droplet breakup into smaller droplets appearing at the top of the initial

droplet. The fingers appearing near the contact-line, appearing under certain surface

wetting conditions, were also described (Fig. 1.2b).

a) b)

Figure 1.2: Various forms assumed by an impinging droplet as observed by

Worthington with the aid of an electrical spark generation device: a) Milk

drop on glass plate, b) Mercury drop impact on glass plate.

Since then, detailed studies have been conducted on droplet impact for various

applications, including:

• Spray Dispersion. One major application of sprays is the dispersion of liquid

into a gas environment. This dispersion process has the intrinsic advantage to

maximize the active area between the dispersed liquid and the gas. As a result,

a desired increase of transport phenomena across the gas/liquid interface can

be achieved. Often, the objectives are heat or mass transfer enhancement, wall

ablation or wall coating. In these cases the focus is to better understand and

optimize the transport phenomena between the wall surface and the impacting
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droplets.

• Rapid prototyping. Multiple methods were developed to optimize manufactur¬

ing operations and reduce manufacturing costs. One of these methods creates

mechanical parts by printing successive layers, droplet by droplet, using ink-jet

printing technology principles.

• Surface treatment. By impacting molten alloy particles at high speeds onto

surfaces, such as in plasma spray applications, it is possible to build a thin

metallic layer that improves specific surface properties. The majority of in¬

teractions between materials occur at the contact between their respective

surfaces, hence the importance of surface modification technologies. Exam¬

ples range from building thin coating thermal barriers composed of ceramic

materials on turbine blades and pistons of reciprocating engines, to applying

thin coatings on the surface of materials with desired mechanical properties

(such as steel) in order to establish biocompatibility in medical applications.

• Electronics Manufacturing. This topic will be discussed in detail in the next

section, since it is directly relevant to the present work.

1.1 Relevance of Droplet Impact in Electronics

Manufacturing

Although both water and solder droplets will be considered, the technology that

motivated this research is related to the presolidification phase of the deposition of

the latter. A new technology, Solder Jetting, for dispensing pico-liter size liquid-

solder droplets, offers an attractive solution for advanced surface mount technolo¬

gies (SMT) in electronic microchip manufacturing. This technology uses a stream

of highly uniform molten solder micro-droplets (25-100 [fim] in diameter) which are
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deposited on a moving microchip or a motherboard in the same way as in the ink-

jet printing process (Fig. 1.3). Due to the high reproducibility and accuracy in

the generation and placement of molten solder droplets, fine pitch solder bump ar¬

rays can be produced digitally (Fig. 1.4) on integrated circuits (IC) for TAB (Tape

Automated Bonding) or Flip-Chip technologies. In current Flip-Chip processes for

microelectronics packaging, tin-lead solder is vacuum deposited through a special

photo-mask to form columns that are reflowed into spherical bumps. Using the Sol¬

der Jetting technology, micro-bumps can be directly "printed" on ICs at wafer level,

eliminating specialized photo-masks and lead applied in traditional chip mounting

processes. Direct-write micro-soldering would also be ideal for customized rework,

including both Chip and Multi-Chip Module (MCM) modification or replacement,

and metalization of circuitry for high density interconnections. This technology of¬

fers great economic benefits to the semiconductor industry since the digital printing

process is inherently simpler, faster and cheaper than traditional vacuum deposition

processes for solder bump deposition. However, despite the great potential of the

solder jetting technology and related manufacturing technologies, our knowledge of

the relevant basic physical phenomena in three-dimensional droplet deposition is

practically non-existent.

Fabs Technologies, Inc.)

The study of pico-liter size solder droplet deposition is then of vital importance to
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the novel micro-manufacturing process utilizing solder jetting, in which pico-liter

volumes of molten solder droplets are dispensed for the attachment of microelec¬

tronic components. The droplet size and impact velocity in the liquid-metal jetting

process typically range from 25 to 100 [ßm] and from 1 to 10 [m/s], respectively.

Each liquid-metal droplet is overheated by 10-100 [°C] and travels at constant speed

in an inert environment to limit oxidation before impact on the target substrate. For

the attachment of electronic components, leadless interconnections can be printed

on a microchip for tape-automated bonding (TAB) or Flip-Chip Packaging. The

shape of solidified micro-bumps is important for the quality of the chip intercon¬

nect formation and joining strength. The final bump shape is controlled by the

fluid dynamics, thermal and interface conditions of both the impacting droplet and

the substrate during the printing process. An example of thermally controlled ax¬

isymmetric molten solder droplet deposition is shown in the micrographs of (Fig.

1.5) [3]. The substrate used in the experiment was a 678 [ßm] thick silicon wafer

upon which the following metalization layers were applied sequentially: 0.08 [jum]

chromium, 0.3 [ßm] copper, 2.0 [ßm] nickel and 0.1 [ßm] gold. The solder bumps

in (Fig. 1.5) were created by depositing droplets on the gold layer using the solder

jetting method. The solder reservoir temperature was maintained at 210 [°C] and

the jetting velocity was set at 1.5 [m/s]. The effects of thermal control during the

deposition process are shown clearly by the difference in the shape of solder bumps

at different substrate temperatures. The impact angle, velocity, interface wetting

and contact conditions also have significant effects on the spreading of the molten

droplets and their final solidified shapes.

In the experimental fabrication of the solder bumps shown in (Figs. 1.4-1.5), the

substrate and the molten solder jetting device were maintained motionless. The

throughput of deposited solder bumps can be substantially increased in a production

environment if the substrates are moving at a constant speed during deposition.

This will yield a three-dimensional flow, heat transfer and solidification process.
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Figure 1.5: Scanning electron micrographs of Sn^Pb^ solder droplets deposited on

a 0.1 [ßm] Au / 2.0 [ßm] Ni / 0.3 [ßm] Cu / 0.08 [ßm] Cr / 678 [ßm] Si substrate

at the following temperatures, T°: (a) 35 °C, (b) 85 °C and (c) 115 °C.

Existing studies are mostly limited to the case of axisymmetric droplet deposition.

In the following paragraphs, we will review the literature on the general problem of

axisymmetric single droplet impact on a surface.

1.2 Literature Review

Impact of droplets on liquid and solid surfaces is inherent to a variety of applica¬

tions. The complexity of the phenomena that occur during the impact process was

reviewed by Rein [4] and in Prosperetti and Oguz [5]. Distinctions are drawn be¬

tween different impact scenarios and the conditions under which certain phenomena

occur. Wave phenomena in different processes during droplet impact were exper¬

imentally investigated by Yarin and Weiss [6] and reviewed by Rein [7]. In the

absence of heat transfer and solidification, a host of droplet impact problems have

been experimentally and theoretically investigated, as shown by the study of kine¬

matic discontinuities culminating in liquid lamellae [6] produced by droplet splashing

and the transition from droplet coalescing to splashing [8].
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The degree of difficulty introduced by considering the simultaneous effects of solidi¬

fication and fluid kinetics of the splat-quenching problem has compelled researchers

to uncouple the problem. In the majority of existing theoretical studies (early and

even more recent) on the cooling and solidification of liquid-metal droplets impact¬

ing on a substrate, fluid dynamics are neglected altogether as a first attempt to

approach the problem and circumvent associated difficulties. Among these, one

can cite the rapidly deforming free surface, droplet/substrate contact phenomena

and very high transport rates occurring simultaneously with rapid solidification,

often in the presence of under-cooling. Examples of such studies are referenced

[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] in which the metal splat is modeled as a thin disk.

Important aspects of the material formation process, such as the rate of droplet

thinning and spreading, melt distribution and the evolution of thermal history at

the spreading front, are not covered by these investigations.

Recently, detailed theoretical investigations have been performed [18, 19, 20, 21]

on fluid dynamics and heat transfer phenomena when a liquid-metal droplet im¬

pacts at high speed (relevant to liquid-metal spray deposition) on a surface. These

studies used deforming finite elements with integrated automatic mesh generation

to accommodate the large deformations which develop during computations. The

theoretical model is based on a Lagrangian Formulation and accounts for a host of

thermal-fluid phenomena, including surface tension and heat transfer. The occur¬

rence of droplet recoiling and mass accumulation around the splat periphery were

standout features of the numerical simulations and yielded a non-monotonic depen¬

dency of the maximum splat radius on time. Quantitative measurements verified

the accuracy of the numerical predictions [21]. Earlier attempts at similar problems

[22, 23, 24, 25] could not resolve these detailed features of an impacting droplet.

Most of the existing numerical simulations of the droplet impact process were based

on fixed-grid finite difference and finite volume methods [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Since

the spreading process involves large deformations (for example, the splat thickness is
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commonly twenty times smaller than the initial droplet diameter), as well as severe

non-uniformities across the splat thickness occurring during spreading, the use of a

fixed grid was a limitation.

The importance of wetting effects in the modeling of the contact-line between a

spreading water droplet and a flat substrate was investigated in [19]. It was found

that if the dynamic contact-angle is known, the model accurately predicts several

experimental parameters. A novel photoelectric technique was also proposed [21]

for transient splat radius measurements; this method is non-intrusive. The space

and time resolutions of the photoelectric technique are of the order of micrometers

and sub-microseconds [21], respectively.

In a recent paper Liu et al. [24] presented a numerical investigation of micropore for¬

mation during the impact of molten droplets on a substrate in a plasma deposition

process. Their work extends the earlier paper of Marchi et al. [25]. The authors

selected a fixed-grid finite difference model for the fluid mechanics component of

the problem and adopted the model of Madejski [12], which follows the unidirec¬

tional conduction approach for the heat transfer and freezing components of the

problem. Although they dealt with velocities as high as 400 [m/s], their model was

axisymmetric. However, earlier experiments on plasma sprayed niobium particles

on a substrate (Moreau et al. [27]) showed severe droplet fragmentation (particle

crushing) and a splat configuration, which are far from axisymmetric. A similar

fixed-grid finite difference method combined with one-dimensional conduction to

trace the solidification front was used by Pasandideh-Fard et al. [28] to simulate

droplet solidification in thermal plasma spraying.

A study tailored to axisymmetric single micro-droplet deposition on a multi-layer

substrate is reported in [3, 29]. The numerical and theoretical tools described in

[18, 19, 20] were extended by improving the automatic mesh generation methodol¬

ogy and by modeling the solidification process. The results produced in [3, 29] were

typical for low impact velocities (1.5-2 [m/s]) and for pico-volume (10~15 10-16 [m3])
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metal droplets. It was shown that the final shape of the solidified splat depended

greatly on the process parameters. A great number of splat shapes were produced

in [3, 29] depending on the operating conditions. Excellent agreement between

predictions and photoelectric measurements was achieved [29] due to the improve¬

ment of the numerical tools and the theoretical model. A number of controlling

parameters on droplet spreading, final solidified shapes and the time required to

initiate and complete freezing have been documented in these studies. In many

cases, non-intuitive results are observed, such as the non-monotonic dependence of

the solidification time on variations of many of the parameters considered.

Due to the complexity of the transport phenomena involved, all of the above theo¬

retical investigations treat the spreading, heat transfer and solidification with one-

or two-dimensional models. No theoretical studies are known to exist that model

the three-dimensional transient process of melt spreading and solidification during

the impact of a liquid-metal droplet on a substrate.

1.3 Research Field

A schematic description of the three-dimensional droplet deposition problem is

shown in (Fig. 1.6). A molten solder droplet with initial diameter d° flies to¬

ward a moving target substrate with an impact angle a and meets the substrate

with an impact velocity uj, (Fig. 1.6a). After the droplet touches the substrate,

several scenarios may occur:

• The droplet bounces off after impact and flies away from the target surface,

(Fig. 1.6b).

• The droplet first rolls on the surface over a certain distance from the point of

impact and then solidifies (Fig. 1.6c).
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• The droplet deforms and spreads out non-axisymmetrically around the impact

point (Fig. 1.6d).

Since the droplet is simultaneously cooled by conduction through the substrate,

it will solidify and establish bonding in the neighborhood of the point of impact.

Breakup can also occur including droplet shattering and splashing at high impact

speeds. However, this scenario is highly unlikely for the low impact velocity para¬

metric domain of the solder jetting process. The behavior of the droplet after impact

on a solid surface is governed by the impact conditions as well as the thermophysical

properties of both the droplet fluid and substrate.

a) In flight b) Impact and c) Impact, rolling d) Impact and

bounce-off and spreading spreading

Figure 1.6: Schematic of the problem of interest

The present research does not cover every possible scenario of micro-droplet behavior

upon impact on a solid surface. Our efforts are focused on the liquid spreading and

cooling (before solidification) of an impinging droplet which (as in the actual appli¬

cation of solder jetting) does not break after impact. Development of a knowledge

based on three-dimensional micro-droplet spreading and heat transfer phenomena, as

illustrated in (Fig. 1.6), is vital to the development of the aforementioned emerging

technology of solder micro-droplet deposition. The bounce-off and rolling scenarios

in (Figs. 1.6b-c) do not pose particular difficulties to our theoretical investigation.

The numerical techniques developed for the solution of free surface deformation in

[3, 18] are extended to three-dimensional flow and heat transfer. Under the La¬

grangian frame of reference, numerical simulations follow the motion of individual
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particles in a droplet. Droplet bounce-off and rolling can be tackled within the frame

of our theoretical model.

Cooling of the liquid-metal is entirely dominated by conduction through the sub¬

strate for all practical purposes. Solidification (not considered in this study) will

ensue some time during this process.

The issues of cooling and spreading of water and solder micro-droplets are addressed

in their entirety in this research. In order to study the complex fluid dynamics of the

spreading solder droplet, a three-dimensional theoretical model is developed, based

upon the axisymmetric mathematical model developed earlier by our research group

[3, 18, 19, 21]. With the velocity field provided by the fluid dynamics simulation,

the three-dimensional energy equation is solved in the molten solder droplet and the

substrate in order to compute the temperature field. Three-dimensional convection

is taken into account in the energy equation for the liquid and conduction into

the substrate. The Lagrangian Formulation is again used in conjunction with the

finite element methodologies described in [3] and combined with a robust 3-D grid

generation for the fluid dynamics simulations. Radiation losses to the environment

have been shown [3, 30, 31] to be negligible compared to substrate conduction but

they can be easily accounted for in the model. The numerical results are validated

against experiments.
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2. On the Finite Element Method

Relevant to this Study

This section provides information on the finite element method tailored to the prob¬

lem of interest. Hence, we will not discuss particular topics such as the implemen¬

tation of certain boundary conditions, the existence of a solution and the inversion

of a non-linear system of equations. We will only describe the different steps to

obtain one among many weak formulations of the Navier-Stokes and Energy Equa¬

tions. In-depth and exhaustive analysis of the finite element method can be found

in [32, 33, 34].

Although the numerical model in this study will adopt a Lagrangian frame of refer¬

ence, we will carry out this discussion with the Eulerian formulation of the Navier-

Stokes (Eq. 2.1) and the Energy Equation (Eq. 2.2). For the Navier-Stokes Equa¬

tion, u is the unknown velocity field, tr the stress tensor and / the body forces acting

on the fluid. For the Energy Equation, T stands for the unknown temperature field,

u the known or unknown velocity field and q for possible source terms.

pdtu + pu-Vu = V-a- + pf (2.1)

pcj,dtT + pcpu • VT = V(kVT)+q (2.2)

Several methods are available for solving (Eq. 2.1 - 2.2). The most widely known

and utilized by the scientifical communities, for heat transfer and fluids dynamics,

is the finite difference numerical method, in which the spatial and time derivatives

are discretized. This method leads to the strong solution of (Eq. 2.1 or 2.2), within

some numerical accuracy. Other methods, like finite element methods, are based on

a weighted average equation, called the weak formulation (Eq. 2.3 - 2.4). In (Eq. 2.3

13
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and 2.4) ^ is a bounded and derivable function. Both formulations are equivalent

in a mathematical sense if the solution satisfies some regularity conditions, due to

the decrease in the order of continuity of the solution.

/ pdtu^dn + J pu- Vuipdn = / V • a^dti + / pfipdü (2.3)
Jo. Ja, Jn Jn

J pcpdtTi>dtt + / pcpu VT^dfi = / V (fcVT) %j)dÜ + f qipdÜ (2.4)
Jn Jn Jn Jn

In order to introduce the boundary conditions of the problem, we will rewrite the

first term on the RHS of (Eq. 2.3 - 2.4) by its equivalent formulation V-(bil))-b-Vip.

Other versions of such a formulation can be found in the literature [33] depending

on the type of boundary conditions considered.

/ pdtUißdQ + pu- Vu^dQ, = I [V • (a^) - a - V^]d£l + / pfipdÜ
Jn Jn Jn Jn

I pCpdtTipdti + J pcpu VTtpdQ = f [V (kVTip) - fcVT • V</>] dÜ + f #dft
Jn Jn Jn Jn

Through the use of Green's theorem, the integral term fa V • (b ijf) can be trans¬

formed into fdn b-nil> dd£l, in which dfi is the boundary of the domain fi.

/ pdtUifrdQ + I pu • 'Vui^dÇt = / ijxt - nddCl—
Jn Jn Jdn in k\

J <r • Vil>dQ + J pfipdtl
Jn Jn

[ pCpdtT^dQ + I pcpu - VTipdü = I #VT - nddQ-
Jn Jn Jdn in g\

/ kVT Vi>dn + J #dft
Jn Jn

The problem inherent to the latter equation is to define the appropriate functions

i[) having a simple definition and leading to a solution of (Eq. 2.5 or 2.6). We will

review in the next section the requirement for V> and how it can be defined.
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2.1 Space and Norms

Before going further into the development of the finite element method, we would

like to introduce the notion of the Lebesgue and Sobolev Spaces. Their usefulness

will clearly appear in the subsequent sections.

First, let us introduce the Lebesgue Space L2(Q), which consists of square integrable

functions over the domain Q,. The Lebesgue Space is equipped with the inner product

(•, •) and the norm || • ||0 defined as:

(P,q) = / PqdÜ and ||ç||0 = (q,q)*
Jn

We can now define the Sobolev Space for any non-negative integer k

Hk(Q) = {q£ L2(Q) : D3q G L2(tt) Vs G (1,..., k)}

Hk is equipped with the norm

NU=fii^+Eii^iio)2

Let us also define the following sub-space of H1, which will be extensively used in

the next sections, for which dtlo is the section of the boundary on which Dirichlet

boundary conditions are applied:

Hù(0) = {q G H\Q) :q = 0on dQD}
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2.2 Galerkin Finite Element Discretization of the

Weak Forms

The finite element method is based on the projection of the weak formulations (Eqs.

2.5 or 2.6) onto a sub-space of Hq, obtained by linear combination of finite subsets

of the basis functions <#. Some constraints are required on the type of the basis

function. The basis function ipi should have a convenient definition and lead to a

structured method for solving the equations. First, the basis functions of interest

are functions with compact support, meaning that they have a non-null value in

a bounded and continuous spatial domain. To define these basis functions, the

physical domain being considered is divided into a finite number of elements. For

each element, we define a series of nodes: Their location is determined by the type of

element and the order of the basis function. Each basis function assumes a value of

unity at a specific and unique node and zero at the other nodes. The elements related

to a certain node are called the support of the basis function (fi. The approximated

solution is then expressed in the finite sub-space as:

T(x) = y£<pi(x)T?, u (se) = J>* (») «? (2-11)
i=l i=l

where tpi are the basis functions and T", u" the values of the unknown fields at each

node.

The advantage of this choice of basis functions is that the product of two basis

functions is zero everywhere outside the intersection of their respective support.

This enables us to make the integration appearing in (Eqs. 2.5 - 2.6) on an element

per element basis.

It is clear that (Eq. 2.11) cannot fulfill the Dirichlet boundary condition at ôSId

if the values are to be different from zero. In order to circumvent this problem,

we interpolate the Dirichlet values with a linear combination of the basis functions,
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taking the value of unity at each boundary node and zero at all the nodes within

the spatial domain. Hence, the solution is written as:

T(x) = £^(*)7?+£^(*)T;", «(*) = ][>(*)«? +£?.(*)*? (2.12)
i=i i=i i=i i=i

For the sake of clarity, we introduce a new space defined as Hg, which is the space

Hi extended with the basis functions needed to approximate the boundary value

of the solution. Thus, the discrete solution is a linear combination of the basis

functions of the space Hß.

The Galerkin Finite Element Method (GFEM) defines the weighting functions ip as

a linear combination of the basis functions <p of Hq. Hence

n

i=i

The insertion of the definition of ijj in (Eq. 2.5 - 2.6) leads to the following set of

equations.

y~] ß% ( / pdtU(ptdü + pu- VuptdQ- I <pi(T • ndd£l+

t=1
\Jn Jn Jan

/ ar - VtptdQ - / pf(ptdü J = 0

Jn Jn )

Y'ßl ( [ pcpdtT^dn + I pcpu - VTiptdn - f iptkVT - nddiï+

î=1
\Jn Jn Jan

/ kVT ViptdCl - / qiptdn ) = 0

Jn Jn )

The fact that ßt can take on any real values implies that the term in parenthesis

must be equal to zero.
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Hence,

/ pdtU(fidQ + I pu • VuifidQ — / ipitr • nddfl+
Jn Jn Jan

/ <r • V<pidQ - / pfWidQ = 0

Jn Jn

I pCpdtTipidü + I pcpu - VTipidtt- / <pikVT - nddQ+
Jn Jn Jan

/ kVT - VipidD, - / qcpdCl = 0

Jn Jn

2.3 Elements

The elements used in conjunction with the finite element method can be of various

types and depend on the physical space dimension. The most common element

types are triangles and rectangles for a 2D analysis and tetrahedra, cubes or prisms

for a 3D analysis. We will not discuss in any details the methods to create a mesh

(i.e. a collection of elements) within the physical domain of calculation [35].

In the next two subsections, we will define the elements and their related basis

functions. The nodes, in the case of a linear element, are located at each vertex of

the triangle or the tetrahedron. For a quadratic element, the nodes are located at

each vertex of the triangle or tetrahedron and also at the middle of each edge.

2.3.1 Triangular Elements

Let us define the parametric coordinates (£, 77) related to the triangle. These coor¬

dinates vary from 0 to 1. Let us also define the variables (L\, L2, L3):

Li = 1 - £ - ri, L2 = Ç, L3 = r)

Therefore the domain of validity of (L\, L2,L3) for a triangle can be defined as:

0<(L1,L2,L3)<1
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Linear Triangle

(P =

L!

L2

<Pl V2 <P3

Figure 2.1: Basis functions (p for a linear triangle

Quadratic Triangle

<P =

ii(2Lx-l)

L2(2L2 - 1)

L3(2L3-1)

4LiL3

AL2Lz

4L2Lx

/
-

fi <P2 <P3 <P4 <Pf> <P(>

Figure 2.2: Basis functions (p for a quadratic triangle
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2.3.2 Tetrahedral Elements

Let us define the parametric coordinates (£, -q, () related to the tetrahedron. These

coordinates vary from 0 to 1. Let us also define the variables (L\, L2,L3, L4):

Li = l-£-77-C, L2 = Ç, L3 = r], Li = C

Therefore the domain of validity of (L\,L2, L3,L^) for a tetrahedron can be defined

as:

Ü<(LX,L2,L3,LA)<1

<P =

> T|

Lx

L2

U

L4
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Lx(2Lx - 1)

L2(2L2 - 1)

L3(2L3 - 1)

L4(2L4 - 1)

ALXL2

4LXL3

4LXLA

4LiL3

4L3L4

4LXL4

2.4 Space Transformation

Derivatives and integrals of the physical space (x,y,z) must now be related to the

parametric space (Ç,r)) and (£, rj, Ç). The connection between these spaces is ob¬

tained through finite element mapping defined on an element per element basis:

• {Ç,V)=> (?,y,z)
n

» = E^^K (2-22)
t=l

• (£, v, 0 = fo y» *)
71

* = E^(^'CK (2-23)
i=i

The points x7- indicate the location of the nodes in the physical space and ipj their

respective basis function.

Quadratic Tetrahedron

1,

<P =
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2.4.1 Derivatives Transformation

The operator V can be transformed from the physical space to the parametric space

(£, 7], () using the chain rule of derivatives, which leads to the following system:

'% ( • )

dc(...)

The solutions are defined as:

d((...) %z2 d/:x3

dn (...) dvx2 dr,x3

dc (...) dçx2 d^x3

dçX! ô{ (...) d(:x3

dvxi dr, (..) dnx3

dçX! d{ (...) dçx3

%ri dçx2 dç (...)

drfl\ dvx2 dv(...)

dçxi dcx2 dc (...)

In the above equation J is the Jacobian matrix from the finite element mapping.

An important conclusion can be derived from the equation: the determinant of the

Jacobian matrix must never be equal to zero; if this would be the case, the derivatives

would not be defined. This would also lead to a loss of volume information.

dçxi %r2 %r3 dXl (...)

dnxi dvx2 dr,x3 dX2 (.. •)

dçxi dçx2 dçx3 _dX3 (...)_

J

dxl (...)

a,, (...) =

dX3 (...) =
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2.4.2 Domain Integrals

The domain integrals are transformed through the use of the following equation:

/(...) dXi dx2 dx3 = /(...) || J\\ dÇdridÇ
Jn Jn

where ||J|| is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian matrix is related

to the local extension-contraction of a unitary domain in each direction under the

finite element mapping.

2.4.3 Boundary Integrals

The boundary integrals are transformed using a special mapping since the paramet¬

ric domain has one degree of freedom less than the physical domain.

/ (...) dxx dx2 dx3 = / (...) K dÇdr)
Jan Jan

In the above equation, K is also related to the extension-contraction of a unitary

domain in each direction under the finite element mapping. For its definition, refer

to A.l

2.5 Time Discretization

Time is a special variable in the finite element method, in the sense that unlike

spatial variables it is discretized using the finite difference method.

The time stepping algorithm used in our study is an implicit Euler scheme of first-

order accuracy. The iterator k in the following equation is the time iterator.

/ dta ifidQ = — ak (ftdQ - — / ak~l ipidQ,
Jn At Jn At Jn
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2.6 Discretized G.F.E. Equations

The Galerkin Finite Element equations to be solved are shown below:

— / uk ipidQ, - — / uk~x (pidQ + / puk - Vukipidtl =
At Jn At Jn Jn

f <pi(rk nddQ - [ ak V(ptdQ + f pfk<pidÜ
Jan Jn Jn

-J- f pCpTk (pidQ. - -J- / pCpTk-1 <pidQ f pcpu VTk(fidQ =
At Jn At Jn Jn

f WikVTk - nddti - [ kVTk • V^dSl + / qk<PidQ
Jan Jn Jn



3. Fluid Mechanics Modeling

As mentioned in the introduction, the starting point of our theoretical investigation

is the Lagrangian Formulation of the Navier-Stokes Equations (Eq. 3.2) defined in

the Cartesian space (xi,x2,x3). Although the fluid is considered as incompressible,

this assumption will be relaxed in order to apply the pseudo-compressibility scheme

[36, 37, 38].

dtp = -pV-u (3.1)

pdtu = V-<r + pf (3.2)

The pseudo-compressibility method introduces a pressure-time derivative in the con¬

tinuity equation (Eq. 3.1) by applying the definition dtp = -^dtp, in which c2 is the

isentropic speed of sound in the fluid, under the assumption that the pressure de¬

pends only on the density and that the changes appearing in the fluid are isentropic.

This numerical artifact transforms the continuity equation into a hyperbolic type

equation. Thus, pressure waves have a finite speed as opposed to an infinite speed

for an incompressible case. If c 3> 1, the divergence of the velocity in the continuity

equation disappears. As c can be related to the pressure wave speed, it plays an

important role in the convergence speed, accuracy and stability of the numerical

scheme. Thus the value c must be carefully selected within a range depending on

the problem of interest [39].

25
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The components of the stress tensor a in (Eq. 3.2) can be written:

Oxxxx = £ (3r2M2 + dxau3) + (2ß + £) dXlUi - p aXlX2 = (TX2X1 = ß (dX2Ui + dxiu2)

°X2X2 = £ (9XlUi + dX3u3) + (2ß + Ç) dX2u2 - p axlX3 = aX3X1 = ß (dX3ux + dXlu3)

o'xsxs = £ (dXlui + dX2u2) + (2ß + Ç) dX3u3 - p aX2Xa = <jX3X2 = ß (dX3u2 + dX2u3)

Experimentally one can show that the volume viscosity /i' = $ + |/j < 1 [40]. We

will therefore set the value of the second viscosity £ appearing in the stress tensor to

— \ß. We will also assume that the only body force acting on the fluid is the gravity

g, which in our case can be written as g = (0,0, —g)T.

3.1 Non-Dimensional Numbers

The length will be non-dimensionalized with respect to the initial diameter of the

droplet d°, the velocities with respect to the initial velocity of the droplet u°, the

d°
stress with respect to p||w°||2 and the time with respect to

.
The following

liu II
non-dimensional numbers are introduced:

Reynolds m = «!£, p,oudeW =
M!

ß gd°
„0IL.0M2J0 ||W0I|

Weber ( We) = ^—*—, Mach (Ma) = ^—^

7 c

We want to emphasize the fact that from now on all the equation variables (i.e.

pressure and velocities) are dimensionless, unless otherwise specified. This leads to

the following mathematical model of the fluid flow.

Continuity

dtp = ~

j^2~ P*iui + d^U2 + 9*s«3] (3-3)
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Momentum

dtux = -dXlp + dxl—
Re

4 2

-dXlux - - (dX2u2 + dX3u3)

a

+ d;
X2
— (dX2ux + dXlu2)
He

xs ä-(dx3ui + dXlu3)

+

(3.4)

dtu2 = -dX2p + d.
;X\ Ö- (ÖajUi + 9si «2) + dX2—1_

'Re

4 2

-^dX2u2
- - (dXlux + dX3u3)

d,
X3 p" (3*3M2 + dX2u3)

+

(3.5)

dtu3 = -dX3p + 0X1 p^ (3z3«l + ö*i«s)

^ïte

+ a
X2

Re
(dX3u2 + dX2u3)

4 2

g9X8U3
- » (0Xlt*l + 9X2«2)

+

"IT"
(3-6)

Fr
v '

3.2 Finite Element Discretization

The pressure and velocity fields are interpolated on each finite element Q by the

formula (Eq. 3.7), in which the values p" and w" state the pressure and velocity

respectively at each element nodal point, and mp and mv the number of nodal points

for each element.

mp rnv

p = $^W, ^eL u = Y^ Vju", <Pi g he
3=1

(3.7)
i=i

By projecting the set of equations (Eqs. 3.3-3.6) orthogonally on each finite element

basis function i\>% for (Eq. 3.3) and tp3 for (Eqs. 3.4-3.6) and replacing the pressure

and velocities by their respective interpolated values (Eq. 3.7), the weak formulation

of the set of equations is obtained:
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Continuity

mp mv
p p p

j=i ,=i
JJJn

mp rnv P C f

j^EE Ulm JJJQ (dx^m) *, dV+

1
mP rnv

f C C

wY,Y,Ulrn]Jj^m)^dV
mp m*

err

EE ulm / // (S.»¥U 1>,dV = 0 (3.8)
1

+
Ma2

j=l m=l

Momentum

mv W.M r p n mv mP

EE^", /// W^-EEp /// 4>m9.i<K*V
l=l]=l

JJJn t=Ym=t -''•'«

+ EEw"j III #e (g^Ai^i + dx2¥>Jdx2(Pi + 9Xs<p3dxa(ptJ dV

+ EEu2j/// ^ (^pAjVi - gdX2ip3dXl(p%J dV

+EE^yy/n^(^^3^-3^3^Al^j rf^=/,1 (3.9)

»7iv mv /»/»/» mu 77lP

££<K, /// wm^-EEp /// ^2^
,=1 j=l

^^
.=lm=l

•/'/'/n

m^m"
ffflf 2 \

+ EEWlJ /// j^ ( ^VAiV* -

gO^As^ ) dV

î=l J=l
«/ «/ «* IJ \ /

+ EEM2j/// ^ f 3^^9^^-f dxi(pjdxitpt + dxa<pjdxa<ptj dV

+ee<jyyy^^ (^a^-^a^j ^=jj2 (3.10)
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mv mv f i* t* wiv "*p

EE9*U3,j /// WjdV-VlJ^Pm Tpmdx2VidV
1^3=1 JJJçi 1^1 m=l JJJn

rnv jnv r r r '\ / 9 \

+ EEwij JJJ ~R~e {d*>(Pjd*i(P* - gAvAs^J dv

mv mv
err 1 / 9 \

+ EEu2j/// ^ f dX3<fijdX2(pi - -dX2y3dxa<pA dV

+ EEw3j /// ^ f ^fjd^^ + dXlip3dXlipt + d^^d^ipij dV

1=1 J—1

in which the terms J^, 7*2 and /J are defined as:

7s = E// W fom*»"»»] dS

3.3 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions, which will be discussed in the next subsections, are sum¬

marized in (Fig. 3.1).

3.3.1 Wall

At the contact interface between the droplet and the substrate, except for a restricted

region near the contact-line, the usual no-slip boundary condition is applied.

u = u
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Figure 3.1: Boundary conditions for the fluid problem

3.3.2 Contact-Line

In order to circumvent unbounded stress forces at the contact-line, we shall assume

that a thin region of fluid near the contact-line slips on the substrate. Although

other, more sophisticated, contact-line models can be found in the literature, we

think that these can hardly be implemented in the case of a finite element code using

an unstructured moving triangular mesh. In addition, some of these models involve

additional unknown parameters. Despite its approximate modeling of the contact-

line motion, the Navier slip-model (Eq. 3.14) has been widely used, obtaining good

results for the overall features of droplet spreading. If the fluid mechanics of the

very narrow region of the contact-line is of interest, which is not the case in the

present study, a special modeling of this region is necessary.

Wlv n p
-. Tfl% p p

TL = E / / P« iaxmxnnn] dS = E / / ^(um- um,w) dS (3.14)
l=x

J Jan Jshp ~[ J Jan

in which, uw is the velocity of the wall and jsiip a slip coefficient.
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3.3.3 Free Surface

Let us consider the separation surface between two media. In this region, the vis¬

cous stresses on both sides of the surface as well as the surface tension must be

equilibrated [41]. This phenomena is described by the Laplace equation:

(0.(2) _ o-d)) n _ vs7 = -7 (Vs n) n (3.15)

In (Eq. 3.15), 7 is the surface tension coefficient, V* the surface gradient operator

(A.2) and n the unitary normal vector directed towards the medium (1). From now

on, we will assume that the droplet is surrounded by a gas at constant pressure

pi1) = 0 and neglect its interaction with the free surface, i.e. (tr^ +p^l) n = 0.

Hence, (Eq. 3.15) can be rewritten as:

an - Vs7 = -7 (Vs • n) n (3.16)

By introducing (Eq. 3.16) in the surface integration IXl, IX2, IXa and applying the

divergence theorem (B.2), we obtain the final form of the free-surface boundary

condition:

Tïll} p p
77lti p p

- 77it> p -j

JL = E JJ <P* \.a*mxnnn] dS=~Y, JJdn wld*^i dS + Y<fc We^dC

Let us define nx a vector normal to the substrate, pointing outward of the liquid

region and t a tangential vector to the contact-line, drawn such that n2 = nx x t is

a vector pointing into the liquid region (Fig. 3.2). The contact-angle value can be

taken into account by defining m according to the following equation:

nx n2
m =

-—17 cos aco - j—77 sin a^

IM Kll
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Figure 3.2: Vector definition at the contact-line

The definition of m does not imply a specific value for the contact-angle a^. It

merely imposes a net interfacial force at the contact-line [42]. The current modeling

of the contact-line region corresponds to a non-wetting fluid motion on the substrate,

since it forces m to be tangential to the substrate. However, the extension to a

wetting fluid motion (e.g. variable contact-angle) would not be a serious problem if

additional experimental information were available (i.e. the spatial distribution of

the dynamic contact-angle).

3.4 Initial Conditions

The initial velocity field in the droplet is set:

u°

W"MI

In order to calculate the initial pressure distribution within the droplet, we shall as¬

sume that the surface tension coefficient 7 is isotropic and that the droplet translates

with a uniform velocity towards the substrate.
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Hence, the equation (Eq. 3.15) can be rewritten as:

p=-7(Vs-n) (3.20)

Since the initial droplet shape is a sphere, the curvature Vs • n in (Eq. 3.20) takes

on a constant value of
j-.

This leads us to the following pressure value:

4

P=We

3.5 The Finite Element System

After the implementation of a Backward Euler Marching Time Scheme, the system

of equations to be solved can be written as:

ax ßl ßTx3 -HxT

ßx2 a2 ßT23 -WT

ßx3 ß23 a3 -HzT

Hx Hy jjz (**A

where the matrices ax, a2, ot3 are defined as:

(tÉ) + 35I1X1 + SX2X2 + SX3X3 + M*1 contact-line,

( Mjl ] _i_ àgxixi _|_ gX2x2 _j_ gx3X3 else

(¥*) + Sx'Xl + \SXiXi + SXSX3 + Msl contact-line,

(
»

" ) -1- QX1X1 +- Û.QX23S2 _|_ QX3X3 else

(%) + SX1X1 + SX2X2 + |5X3X3 + Msl contact-line,

( Mv \
_j_ gXlxi _|_ gx2X2 _|_ 4gX3X3 else

u
fc+1

u
fc+1

u
fc+1

p
fc+1

UÎ(ff)
I- -1

KXl 0

+
Kx2

+

0

Kx3 G

0 0
L- J

«1 = <

"3 = I
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Table 3.1: Finite Element matrix related to the fluid mechanics

Inertia Matrix AT =

13
II &<P3dV

M? =

%3 Hi m, dv

Msl =
13

H VW3dS
lahv J Jan

Coupling Matrix TJXm Ma'JJJj'9*-*'^
Advection Matrix öi3 ~ flLh3*-1*9-9'

B.C. Matrix
nsl / / <PiUm,w dS

Ishv J Jan

Bfs = JLwed*^idS + lwe'P"ndC
Body Forces G,= -Trifle

in which the matrices Sx,xi are defined in (Tab. 3.1), and the matrices ß%3 as:

ßij = Sx>x> --SX^T

and the matrices kXi , kX2 , Kxa are defined as:

0 No-Slip element,

Kxm = { B{.am Free Surface element

B%.lm Slip element

in which the matrix Bls and B8} are defined in (Tab. 3.1).

3.6 Determination of the Contact-Line Locus

One of the crucial parts of the modeling is the correct definition of the location of
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the contact-line at each time step, to implement correctly the free surface boundary

condition and define the surrounding elements of the contact-line, which are allowed

to slip.

We propose to separate the surface mesh elements into two sets in a way that one

set contains the elements on the free surface, E?, and the second the elements on the

substrate, E". An element is said to be on the substrate if all its nodes are attached

to the substrate (Fig. 3.3). For the sake of clarity, we will also define three sets of

nodes. The first two, N* and Ns, include the nodes attached to the elements of Ef

and Es respectively. The third one, Nw, is composed of the mesh nodes in contact

with the substrate.

The edges defining the numerical contact-line can now be defined as the edges shared

by the two sets, E? and Es
.
The elements of Es, on which the Navier Slip Model

is applied, are in contact with the contact-line (Fig. 3.4). These elements form the

two new sets Ec and Nc.

The nodes, which are allowed to slip, are the set of nodes defined as (A^ f] Nw) \J Nc.

Figure 3.3: Split of the elements into Figure 3 4: Slip elements and slip

two sets nodes
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3.7 Moving-Mesh Algorithm

Within each time step, an iterative process is used to capture the mesh deformation,

hence the free surface position. This algorithm was proposed by P. Bach and O.

Hassager in 1984 [42]. Let us denote xk+1 a series of locations converging to the

equilibrium position of a nodal point in respect to the finite element system (Eq.

3.25). The index i stands for the sub-iterative process and A; for the time step.

Let us assume that the series is convergent and the initial point of the series is xk.

Within each algorithm sub-iteration, the following system of equations is solved to

calculate the new pressure and velocities fields:

M^l)

u

u

fc+i

i,i

fc+i

i,2

«S1
— UnJ*

b(xk) + ß(xk^) (3.25)

The new location of each and every nodal point is calculated through a:*+1 =

.5At (uk+1 + uk) + xk. The iterative process continues until the new point position

xk+ fulfills the convergence criteria (Eq. 3.26), where e is a prescribed tolerance of

the order of O(10"3).

xk+1 - xfc+i i

xk+1 - x:
fc+i i

< e (3.26)

Due to the large mesh deformation, one needs to track the element quality in order

to preserve the overall accuracy of the algorithm. Thus, we use the following quality

criteria (Eq. 3.27), in which Jg and Wg are respectively the Jacobian and the weights

corresponding to one integration point and G the number of integration points, ç/

is the minimal mesh quality. Both the surface and volume meshes are examined.

If one of the two meshes does not fulfill the mesh quality criteria, the algorithm

remeshes the droplet.
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iw^ (3-27)

9
y "

The two major issues of the remeshing operation are the ability to create surface

information, which can be handled by the surface mesh generator, and the interpo¬

lation of the pressure and vector fields on the newly created mesh. These topics will

be discussed in sections 5.1 and 5.2.
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4. Heat Transfer Modeling

In this section, no distinction will be made between the heat transfer occurring

within the droplet and the substrate. The formulation of the heat transfer equation

within the droplet is the same as that applied to the substrate, since a Lagrangian

Formulation is used and the thermal coupling within the fluid is neglected.

The subscript I will refer to a liquid quantity and s to a substrate quantity. No

assumption regarding the geometry or the composition of the substrate is made.

The heat transfer within the droplet and the substrate is given by (4.1), in which Cp

is the specific heat and k the thermal conductivity.

pCpdtT = dxi (kdxlT) + dX2 (kdX2T) + dxa (kdX3T) (4.1)

4.1 Non-Dimensional Numbers

The length will be non-dimensionaziled with respect to the initial diameter of the

droplet (d°), the thermal conductivity and specific heat with respect to the initial

thermal conductivity of the liquid kf and to the initial specific heat of the liquid

Cpt respectively. The time is non-dimensionalized with respect to
..,

the density
II

with respect to the initial liquid density p° and the temperature with respect to the

norm of the initial temperature gradient between the liquid and the substrate. The

ki(T°
— T°)

flux and the thermal resistance are non-dimensionalized with respect to -

' s

d°

and
-g respectively. The characteristic dimensionless numbers are:

Reynolds (Re) =
Pl ^J

,
Prandtl (Pr) = ^-, Peclet (Pe) = Pr-Re

ßi ki

39
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The non-dimensional heat transfer equation for the liquid and the substrate is

dt6 = -^ {dXl (dxie) + dX2 (dX20) + dX3 (dxa9)} (4.2)

. , . , n

T-min(T?,TY)
„ „

in which 9 = j—^—
'

. From now on, all equation variables are assumed to

Wi
~ Ta I

be non-dimensional.

4.2 Finite Element Discretization

The temperature field is interpolated on each element Q, using the formula (4.3) ,
in

which the values 8? state the temperature at each nodal point of the element.

mt

i=i

By projecting the equation (4.2) orthogonally on each finite element basis function ipt

and replacing the temperature by its interpolated value (4.3), the weak formulation

of the equation is obtained:

mt mt
err

,=1 3=1
JJJn

mt mt P p p

Y,Y,61 I {9*rfM* + dX2il>jdX2ij>t + dXait>jdxMdV = r (4.4)
*=i ,=i

JJJn

The boundary term Is is defined as

mt
p p

= £// ^{kdXm9?nm}dS (4.5)
~r J Jan
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4.3 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions, which will be discussed in the two following subsections,

are summarized in (Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Boundary conditions for the thermal problem

4.3.1 Adiabatic Surfaces

With exception of the interface between the substrate and the droplet, we will

assume that the boundaries of the substrate and the free surface of the droplet are

adiabatic, hence Is = 0. It has been shown [3, 30, 31] that convection and radiation

effects from the surfaces, which are modeled as adiabatic, are negligible.

4.3.2 Non-Adiabatic Interface

At the interface between the substrate and the droplet, heat transfer from the liq¬

uid to the substrate takes place on account of the temperature gradient. Thus

—k'VÔ n — qn. The heat flux q'n is calculated using equation (4.6), in which Rtc is

the contact resistance between the liquid and the substrate.
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I = %^ (4-6)

The heat flux is calculated at each nodal point of the droplet-substrate interface

elements. Heat flux values within the elements are interpolated through the use of

the finite element basis functions. At the interface, the boundary term is defined as:

mt r. p
mt mt p p

£// i>i{kdxJ]nm}dS = -Y^Y,(lnJ ^dS (4-7)
i=1JJan i=i j=i

JJdn

In order to calculate the flux at each nodal point, the corresponding temperature

on the adjacent mesh must be found. This operation involves the following steps:

• The projection of the node onto the non-connected/adjacent surface mesh is

carried out and, if the distance between the node and its projection is less than

a fixed tolerance, the node is taken into account in the heat flux evaluation

process.

• For each and every selected node, the corresponding temperature on the ad¬

jacent surface mesh is interpolated using its projection.

The projection of a node is based upon the fact that the surface of the adjacent mesh

is composed of a collection of parametric surface patches defined in accordance with

the finite element mapping (Sect. 5.2).

Since the droplet and substrate meshes are not connected, the fluxes calculated

from the droplet to the substrate and vice versa differ slightly due to the numerical

definition of the surface interface. In order to take into account this loss in heat

transfer, a correction factor ß is introduced in the flux term:

ß = §- (4-8)
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where Ei and Ea are the respective energy terms transferred from the droplet and

to the substrate. The corrected flux term can be written as:

mt

« f.

mt mt

«*t
p p

"H "'t p p

E// ^{k9xm&]nm}dS=-ß1£y£ql3 MjdS (4.9)
^JJan i=x j=x

J Jan

During the calculation of ß, the energy transferred from the droplet to the substrate

is defined as the energy of reference. Thus, while calculating the flux term for the

droplet, ß is set to 1.

Within a thermal time step, an iterative process is performed in order to calculate

the temperature distribution within the droplet and the substrate. At each sub-

iteration a new flux is calculated using the temperature distribution T", leading to a

new temperature distribution Tn+1. This process is performed until the temperature

at each nodal point has converged. The convergence criterion is defined as:

rpn+l rpn

T^r^Tö
* * (4-10)

in which, e is a prescribed tolerance O(10-3).

4.4 Initial Conditions

The initial conditions for the heat transfer are defined as :

9t = 1, 9a = 0
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4.5 The Finite Element System

After the implementation of a Backward Euler Time Marching Scheme, the system

of equations to be solved can be written as:

—M0k+1 + K0k+1
At

—M0k + ßOk
At

in which ß is defined as:

ß =

0 adiabatic boundary condition,

F imposed flux boundary condition

The matrices M, K and ß are defined in (Tab. 4.1)

Table 4.1: Summary of the Finite Element Matrix related to the Heat transfer

Inertia Matrix Ml3 JJJjAdv
Advection Matrix Kl3 / / / {dziV'AiV't + dX2ii3dX2ipt + dX3i>3dxM dV

B.C. Matrix Ft -Qn,3 // i)ii>3dS
J Jan



5. Remeshing

5.1 Surface Interpolation

Due to the need for a stable, accurate and efficient three-dimensional surface-volume

mesh generator, a commercial package was purchased; the design and development

of an in-house tool would by far have exceeded the time budgeted for the present

dissertation.

The drawback of this choice is that most of commercial packages require surface

information to be provided in the form of a spline or NURBS [43] description in

order to create a surface mesh. Few commercial packages were able to use an already

generated skin mesh in order to smooth or create a new mesh. However, these

packages did not fulfill our requirements.

During the calculation, the quality of the surface mesh must be controlled on account

of the droplet deformation. When the surface mesh does not satisfy our quality

criteria, a new surface mesh on the deformed droplet is created. Hence the need to

fit a NURBS surface on the skin mesh to generate a new surface mesh with a mesh

generator.

Fitting a NURBS surface on an unstructured set of points is an interesting and

challenging topic. Lots of research has been done in this field and a number of

methods are available. Nevertheless, the existing methods did not satisfy our needs,

due to the fact that they create a global surface information defined by patches [44,

and references therein]. Meshing surface patches resulted in a degradation of the

performance of the skin mesh algorithm. Moreover, the computational cost related

to these algorithms is high compared to the fluid dynamics and heat transfer parts

of the problem.

45
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Therefore, we needed to develop our own surface reconstruction algorithm, in order

to extract the NURBS surface information. The algorithm was required to handle a

closed surface and be fast enough to avoid performance degradation in the surface

mesh generation. The main concept of the algorithm is to slice a given droplet

surface mesh with a rotating plane much like the slicing a watermelon.

5.1.1 NURBS Curves

A NURBS curve of degree p is a piecewise rational function of the form:

n

^2 Nl,p(u)wlP,

C(u) = ^ (5.1)

^2NtJ,(u)wt

The control points P% form a control net, wl represent their related weights and

NhP(u) are the non-rational B-spline basis functions defined on the knot vectors Uk-

Uk = {0,...,0,up+1,..., uw_p_i,l,...,!},
p+i p+i

dim(Uk) = n + P + 2, u% < ul+x, % = 0,.. .,n — 1 (5.2)

The B-spline NltP(u) basis function based on the knot vector U is defined as:

Nt,p(u) =
U U*

Nhp_x(u) +
Ut+P+1 U

N^p_x(u) (5.3)
ut+x — ut ul+p+x

— ul+x

1 if ut <u < ul+x

K,0 = < (5.4)
0 else
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5.1.2 NURBS Surfaces

A NURBS surface of degree p in the u direction and degree q in the v direction is a

bivariate vector-valued piecewise rational function of the form:

n m

XI 5Z NiAu)NiMwijpij

S(u, v) = ^^ (5.5)

i=0 j=0

The control points P„ form a bidirectional control net, Wi3 represent their related

weights and NitP(u) and Ni:Q(v) are the non-rational B-spline basis functions defined

on the knot vectors Uk and V*.

Uk = {0,..., 0, Wp+i,..., un-p-X, 1,..., 1),
P+i p+i

dim(Uk) = n + p + 2, Ui < U{+x, i = 0,.. .,n — 1 (5.6)

Vk = {0,..., 0, vg+x,..., vm-g-X, !,...,!),
9+1 9+1

dim(Vk) = m + q + 2, Vi < vi+x, i = 0, ...,m - 1 (5.7)

5.1.3 Surface Interpolation Algorithm

Let us define the barycenter of the surface mesh Cg and a unitary vector s. In our

case s is equal to the Cartesian coordinate z. Let us also define two planes 7rx and

7T2 in a way that 7Ti_L7t2 and nx f] tt2 = Cg + As, A e R. The plane ttx intersects the

triangulation dT = (Ji ^» m two sets of discrete points, «SWl)i and «SW2,2, defined as:
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«5*1,1 = {P nif^iïi = p and dist(ir2,p) > 0}

«Siri,2 = {p : 7Ti Pjfij = p and dist(7r2,p) < 0}

The signed distance dist(ir,p) from a point p to a plane 7r is defined as

dist(7r,p) = n-p — n • Cg in which n_l_7r and ||n|| = 1

The intersection of the plane ttx and the element f^ is defined as the intersection of

the selected curves drawn on the elements and the plane. This allows the surface

element to be followed within a certain accuracy and also, in a further step, to

capture the location of the contact-line within the element.

Let us define two points Pi and P2 so that {Pi, P2} = 7Ti P|7t2 f]T and s PiP2 > 0.

We will also define the extended set Sf}- to be the set 5y completed with the two

points Pi and P2. This requirement is necessary to ensure the degeneracy of the

NURBS surface at the two poles Pi and P2.

Let Cx and C2 denote the curves fitted on the set of points Sfx and «Sf2, respectively.

The major problem of the NURBS-curve fitting process is the ordering of points in

a way that Cx and C2 are the best approximation of 7Ti f] dT'.

The node ordering in Sf3- is of vital importance as it will determine the behavior of

the fitting NURBS curve. One cannot make the assumption that the droplet has a

convex shape. Hence, a convex sorting algorithm would fail to find the correct node

ordering. However, using the ordering algorithm, described in the following section,

it is possible to push the node ordering on an element per element basis.

We will assume that the surface element is not unduely distorted, since the method

used for tracking the droplet deformation ensures the quality of the elements to

maintain the necessary accuracy of the numerical scheme. This leads us to view the

image of the intersection line between the plane and the element in the parametric
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Figure 5.1: Surface reconstruction

space (£, 77) almost as a straight line. Hence, the node ordering on an element per

element basis can be reduced to a simple sorting on one of the parametric coordi¬

nates. The sorting coordinate can be chosen by selecting the parametric coordinates

for which the nodes are the most dispersed. A linear mesh can easily be created

by linking each node to its neighbors. At the global level, this mesh composed of

straight lines determines the correct ordering of nodes.

More sophisticated ordering algorithms can be found in the literature. These algo¬

rithms were developed to take into account complex intersections between NURBS

surfaces. In our particular case, the curve defining the intersection of the plane with

a triangular element will be always similar to a line. Therefore, these algorithms are

too general.

By rotating the planes 7Ti and 7r2 about the axis s (Fig. 5.1), one defines a set

of ordered points V = {Sxx... S^x <Sf2 • «SJ; 2}, on which the surface interpolation

process is based. In order to take into account the contact-line in the surface in¬

terpolation process, we propose to split the previously defined subset of points into
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two sets. One subset, Vs, contains points on the substrate and on the contact-line

and the other subset, V^, is composed of the points on the free surface and on the

contact-line.

On each subset «S* of Vs and V? a NURBS-curve is interpolated, allowing the gen¬

eration of a uniform distribution of M points. This leads to a matrix-like structure

of points (2n x M) for Vs and V1*, on which NURBS surfaces can be interpolated

[43].

5.1.4 NURBS Interpolation

The aim of interpolating either a NURBS curve or a NURBS surface is to determine

the knot vectors Uk and Vk, the control points P and their respective weights w

in a way that the curve or surface passes through a given set of points Q. This

process is in essence non-linear due to the non-rational character of the NURBS

curve or surface. Nevertheless, in our particular case, the interpolation process can

be linearized by setting the weights w,, and wh3 to a constant value of 1.0, since

Yl"=oNhp(u) = 1 and Yl"=oYl3n=oNhp(u)Nj,Q(v) = 1- Hence, the definition of the

NURBS curve and surface are simplified into:

• Curve
n

t=0

• Surface
n m

s(u, v) = Y,T, NMN,MPV
t=0 3=0

Setting the weights to a constant value is justified by the fact that each control point

should have the same influence on the curve-surface behavior if its position changes.

In a next step, the knot vectors Uk and Vk are determined. A possible definition

would be to distribute respectively n, m points uniformly within the range of 0 to 1.
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As tested, the results of this method were not convincing, especially when the points

to be interpolated were not uniformly distributed. Hence, we decided to determine

the knot vectors in a way reflecting the distribution of the points. This leads to the

following definition of the knots vectors

Curve

Surface

Uq = = Up = 0 Um-p — = um = 1

-. J+p-1

u3+p = -^2üi J {l,---,n-p}
P

%=3

Uq — ••• = Uj, = 0 un+x = - - - = Un+p+i = 1

1
3+P-1

u3+P = -y2ui 3 {I,-" ,n-p]
p

*-—'

1=3

v0 = • • • = vq = 0 vm+x = • • • = vm+q+1 = 1

J+p-1

u3+p =
- ^2 a* j G {1, • •

,
m - q}

P
i=3

in which u% and v% are the parametric coordinates of the points Q. These are defined

by the following equations:

Curve
n

.
Wfc

-

Wfc-i 7 V^nr» n ll
uk = uk-i + -

-, d = 2^IIQ*-Qfc-ill
fe=i

• Surface

^ - dWt (°~ + IBm^id.), <, = £,|Qm _ Qo_1>0|

* - V7TÏÊ (s« + "Qftt)"dQ",t"'") * - Ê IWm - <W-.)I
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5.1.5 Contact-Line Definition versus Mesh Quality

As we have seen, the surface reconstruction algorithm can define the contact-line

in a way that the mesh generator can use this information during the skin mesh

generation process. The definition of the contact-line is needed to produce a high

quality mesh near this geometrical discontinuity. However, the generated mesh can

be of poor quality during the early stage of the droplet impact if the element size

is not adapted to the geometrical definition of the contact-line. In other words, the

mesh density at the contact-line could be too small to correctly capture the bending

of the curve. This would not be of particular concern when using linear elements

(Fig. 5.2), but for higher order elements the placement of the midside node can lead

to highly curved elements (Fig. 5.3), destroying the mesh quality.

Figure 5.2: Element quality near the Figure 5.3: Element quality near the

contact-line, 1st order contact-line, 2nd order

In order to circumvent this problem, the algorithm was enhanced to take into account

the contact-line only if the contact-line geometry and the mesh size are compatible.

5.2 Scalar and Vector Field Interpolation

As mentioned earlier, the interpolation of a scalar or vector field from one mesh to

another is an important issue in our modeling. This is required for the remeshing

operation to maintain the accuracy of the numerical scheme.
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Let us define a volume V and its boundary dV. Let us denote the volume mesh of V

as T and the surface mesh of dV as dT- The set formed by the mesh points will be

represented by J\f. The superscripts 1 and 2 will denote the mesh before and after

the remeshing operation of V and dV respectively.

Let us assume for now that every point p belonging to V must also belong to an

element fij of the triangulation T. This is only fulfilled when dV is composed of

planar surfaces, but, we shall present a method to relax this requirement. Thus,

A point p is said to belong to the element Q, if the following definitions are verified:

Volume element

71

p£ft <= 3(tv,O-J2^^^O^~P = 0 and (£,77,C)GPn (5.17)

Surface element

n

pttl <=> 3(Ç,v):J2<PAÇ>ri)*3l-P = 0 d fov) G ?n (5.18)
j=i

In the previous definitions, Vn is the validity domain of the parametric coordinates

for the element; in our particular case :

( {(£, r?, C) G R : 0 < (£,77, C, 1 - £ - t] - C) < 1} for a tetrahedron

({(£,77) G R : 0 < (£,77,1 - £ - 77) < 1} for a triangle

To decrease the computational effort linked with the finite element inversion (Eqs.

5.17 - 5.18), we need to define a subset Tn of the triangulation T with the highest

probability to contain p. Let us define Tn so that:

Tn = {n, T : ß, 9 Pn, Pn G Af}
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Let us assume that one can locate pn JV1, so that p G T^. The current issue

is now how to define pn. If we define pn to be the node in J\f for which \\p — pn\\

takes a minimum value over JV, one can expect that the point p will be in Tn. This

problem is related to the nearest point query problem and can be solved using a

/cd-tree structure [45, 46]. Having defined Tn, we need to invert the finite element

mapping related to the elements of Tn, in order to get the parametric coordinate of

the point in the element and interpolate the value of a scalar or a vector field at this

point (Eqs. 3.7 - 4.3). In the general case, where dV is composed of curved surfaces,

special care must be taken for the point on dV. Due to possible difference between

the NURBS surface description and the local finite element surface, one can expect

cases where p G dV but p £ dT. Therefore, we propose to find the orthogonal

projection pp of p on dTn (Eq. 5.20). If more than one projection pp of p exist on

the subset dTn, we propose to define pp so that \\pp — p\\ is at minimum on 97^-

AS{Ç,v)-p)St{Ç,ri) = 0

beO «=* 3(^):T and (tv)^Vn (5.20)

(S(e,77)-p)5r?(£,77) = 0

5(Ç, 77) is defined:

S(^) = X>(^K
i=i

The inversion of the two systems (Eqs. 5.17 - 5.20) can be performed with a Newton-

Raphson Scheme with the starting value set to the parametric coordinates of pn,

which is our best first guess. In case of failure of the inversion scheme, the best

values for the scalar and vector fields at pn are those in p.



6. Experimental Setup

The objectives of the following experiments was to acquire knowledge on the tran¬

sient physical phenomena occurring during the impact of picoliter size water droplets

as well as to provide data for the validation of the numerical model. The experi¬

mental setup used is based on the work of D. Attinger [47] and S. Haferl [48]. The

experiments were made in collaboration with S. Haferl.

A series of droplet impact experiments with varying initial conditions were performed

in order to visualize the temporal evolution of the impingement process. The char¬

acteristic length scale of the investigated process is of the order of 0(100 [//m]),

while the characteristic time-scale of the process, estimated from experiments on

flat substrates, of the order of 0(100 [ßs]) [30, 3, 20, 21, 49]. Due to these scales in

the //-range, the experimental accessibility to the present droplet impact process is

limited. Thus, the visualization and the corresponding measurements focus mostly

on identifying the shapes, lengths and times characteristic of the various stages of

the process in order to validate the numerical modeling.

6.1 Microdroplet Generation

A number of methods exist to generate monodispersed picoliter-sized droplets on

demand [50, 51, 52, 53, 50]. The following experiments use a modified microdroplet

jetting device manufactured by Microfab Inc., Dallas, Texas. The main concept

of the method is based on the ink-jet technology. A schematic of the deployed

microdroplet generator device is given in (Fig. 6.1).

The droplet generation method can briefly be summarized by the following prin¬

ciples. By applying an electric pulse on a piezoelectric tube fitted concentrically

around a glass capillary, picoliter size volumes of the corresponding fluid can be

55
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Heater

N2 Back Pressure

Piezo Tube

Positioning Stage

Heating/Cooling
System

N2 Co-Flow

Capillary Tube

Orifice

Substrate

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the droplet generator in¬

cluding the positioning stage and the substrate.

ejected from the glass tube on demand. The glass capillary is filled and in contact

with a temperature controlled fluid reservoir. The latter is inertized and pressurized

by nitrogen gas. Backpressure is needed to force the molten solder into the thin glass

capillary since solder wets glass very poorly. The glass capillary features an orifice

at the open end which focuses the pressure waves generated in the glass capillary by

the piezoceramic tube and thereby enables the ejection of fluid ligaments [54]. The

hereby created fluid volume initially oscillates upon ejection and takes on a spherical

shape due to the minimization of the interfacial energy. For a given fluid, the most

important parameters having an impact on velocity and size of the created droplets

include: the shape and frequency of the electric pulse applied to the piezoelectric

tube, the inner diameter of the glass capillary, the diameter of the orifice, as well

as the pressure level in the molten solder reservoir. The present experiment uses

glass capillaries with an inner diameter of approximately 500 [ßm] and an orifice

diameter of approximately 58 [urn]. Thus, velocities and diameters can be changed

by altering the driving electrical pulse and the backpressure. The droplet diameter

is within a range of 50 - 100 [ßm] and the impact velocity of 1 - 2.5 [m/s].
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6.2 Visualization Method

The detailed and accurate visualization of a process taking place on a time scale of

the order of 0(100 [ßs]) requires special attention. Conventional high-speed cameras

are either limited to a certain frame acquisition frequency or to the time window

during which a very high acquisition frequency can be maintained. For instance, a

very fast CCD camera, like the KODAK EKTAPRO, has a maximum acquisition

rate of 40'500 frames per second at a resolution of 64x64 pixels. Apart from the

poor resolution, single frames are taken approximately every 25 [us] with an equal

exposure time. This impedes the use of a conventional high-speed camera. On the

other hand, intensified CCD cameras can achieve time resolutions of up to 50 [ns].

However, only a limited amount of frames (8 - 30) can be recorded from a single event

[55]. This is not enough to cover the time scales of a picoliter size droplet impact.

Other visualization methods such as Strobe Photography/Videography rely on a

different approach requiring a high repeatability of the investigated process [56, 57,

58, 59, 60, 61]. The difference between high-speed camera and strobe techniques

is that the former records the highest number of frames of a single event (i.e. the

impact of a single droplet is recorded), whereas the latter reconstructs a single

event from multiple, reproducible events by patching together several frames taken

at subsequent times (i.e. the impact of a droplet is visualized by recording many

droplets once at subsequent times). Using this technique a time resolution of the

order of 0(1 [ßs]) can be achieved. On this account, flash video microscopy was

utilized in order to visualize the droplet impact process. To this end a triggered

JAI Ml 0 progressive scan CCD camera (Denmark) was used for the digital imaging.

Backlighting was provided by a triggered Xenon flash light unit (Hamamatsu L4634;

Japan). The flash energy of the latter is 0.15 [J/flash] with a burst duration of 1

[ßs] and less than 200 [ns] jittering. An ICI-PCI framegrabber (Stemmer Imaging;

Germany) was employed for the image recording. A microscope objective (Microtech

Zoom 70, USA) was used to magnify the droplet images. An optical magnification
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of 29 x on the CCD matrix plane was used giving a spatial resolution of 1.2 [ßm] in

the object plane.

6.3 Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure consists of electronically generated pulse waveform,

which is then applied on the piezoceramic tube. The transients and voltages of the

applied waveform thereby control within a certain range both the speed and shape of

the ejected droplets. Sequences of such driving pulse waveforms with arbitrary fre¬

quency can be concatenated thereby generating streams of monodispersed droplets

with a constant diameter and velocity. The hereby generated droplet streams travel

after ejection from the glass tube orifice 2 [mm] in ambient air and impact on a

flat substrate mounted on a precision x-y translational stage (Aerotech MP100M,

Aerotech ALS130-150; USA).

In the present study, desalinated and degassed water was employed as the test fluid.

The velocity and diameter ranges were 1.6 - 1.9 [m/s] and 60 - 80 [ßm] respectively.

Droplet sequences/streams were created at frequencies in the range of 10 - 25 [Hz].

The employed substrate type was a semiconductor wafer (EM Marin; Switzerland)

cut to a size of approximately 10x140 [mm]. The wafer consists of the following

layers from top to bottom: 0.1 [ßm] Au, 0.3 [ßm] Ti90W alloy, 1 [ßm] silicon

nitride and 675 [ßm] P-silicon. The water and substrate temperatures were kept at

a constant temperature of 20 [°C]. In order to avoid axisymmetry, the substrate

supporting translational stage was moved during the impact and spreading process.

This is similar to a frame of reference where the droplet impacts a substrate with

an inclination angle of the ballistic flight path different from 90 [deg], i.e. non-

orthogonal droplet impact. The velocity range of the translational stage in the

present study was 10-350 [mm/s]. A schematic of the entire experimental setup

including the visualization system is shown in (Fig. 6.2). The setup is positioned in
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Figure 6.2: Experimental setup.

a dust free environment and on a vibration free table.

6.4 Substrate Preparation

As outlined in (Sec. 3.6) the numerical code employs an unstructured grid in the fluid

domain without any assumption made on the locus of the contact-line. Hence, the

latter has to be determined a posteriori. The reason for this is the fact that quadratic

tetrahedral elements are used for the spatial discretization of the fluid domain.

Therefore, the locus of the contact-line is in general within an element and not on

a defined boundary edge. Enforcing a small contact angle would therefore highly

deform the elements at the contact-line resulting in a poor grid and questionable

numerical results. This problem can be circumvented by applying large dynamic

contact-angles. Experimentally this is achieved by the virtue of surface engineering.

To this end the gold coated wafer substrate is covered by a self assembled monolayer

(SAM) of 1-dodecanethiol. The preparation of SAMs is described thoroughly in [62].

For the system water-SAM-gold, this results in a measured advancing contact-angle
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of 115 [deg] which is in good agreement with the values reported in the literature

[63]. It is worth noting that, the static contact-angle of water on a clean uncoated

gold surface would ideally tend to zero, thus exhibiting a perfect wetting situation

[63].



7. Results

7.1 Fluid Mechanics

This chapter contains the main numerical results as well as the comparisons with

the experiments. For all the computational results presented in this section, the

loss in droplet volume is less than 1.5 [%]. The evolution of the normalized droplet

volume is shown in (Appendix D). The droplet temporal volume V is normalized

with respect to the initial droplet volume Vr. The volume variations per remeshing

operation are limited to 0.1 [%] (Appendix C). A typical calculation is performed

within 2000 iterations, corresponding to around 80 [ßs] in the case of the water

droplet and to around 20 [ßs] in the case of the solder droplet.

Regarding the finite element discretization, the velocity field is calculated using 2nd

order tetrahedral elements. The pressure and the temperature fields are calculated

on linear tetrahedral elements. A typical mesh consists of approximately 15'000

elements for the droplet domain and 45'000 elements for the substrate mesh.

7.1.1 Water Droplet Impact on a Moving Substrate

The following experimental and numerical results pertain to the impact of a water

droplet on a moving surface. The impact velocity is 1.9 [m/s] and the initial droplet

diameter 90 [ßm]. The properties of water are given in (Tab. 7.1). The droplet

impacts normal to the substrate. The characteristic non-dimensional numbers de¬

scribing the fluid motion are:

We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97.

61
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The initial velocity vector in the droplet domain is described below:

(uXl,uX2,uX3)T = u°(0,0, -l)r.

The substrate moves at velocities of 10 [mm/s] and 350 [mm/s] and its velocity can

be described by the vector uw(l,0,0)T.

Table 7.1: Droplet properties

Droplet properties (water at 40 [°C])

/* : 0.7.10-Mä 7 : 6.956-IQ"2 [£] Pa : 0.8262 • 103 [H]

In (Figs. 7.1 and 7.2), the experimental pictures of the droplet deformation are

shown in rows marked as (E) and the numerical results in rows marked as (N). The

numerical and experimental results are in good agreement, especially during the

spreading phase of the droplet (i.e. within the time range of 0 to 40 [us]). This

similarity is due to the fact that the spreading is driven trough the inertia of the

droplet at impact [64]. Regarding the droplet recoiling (i.e. within the time range of

40 to 70 [ßs]), deviations of the numerical simulations from the experimental results

can be seen, especially in the region near the contact-line (Figs. 7.1 and 7.2), the

region where the droplet flow is driven by the substrate translation (i.e. the flow

near the substrate). Deviations of numerical results stem from the approximate

modeling of the flow near the contact-line (Sect. 3.3.2). The modeling does not

account for the wetting of the droplet on the substrate, which would lead to the

increase of the footprint of the droplet on the substrate, hence affecting the rotational

or translational motion of the flow near the substrate at the contact-line. In the

current modeling, one way to increase the slippage of the droplet on the substrate

would be to increase the slip constant j3iiP (Sect. 3.3.2). However, several runs were

conducted with a slip coefficient 7sWp varying within the range form 1.10-3 to 1.10-8

and these results have shown that the slip coefficient had negligible influence on the

spreading and recoiling of the droplet.
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(E)
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(E)

60 ßs 70 ßs
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Figure 7.1: Comparison between (E)xpenmental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity uw = 10 [mm/s], impact angle a = 0 [deg], We — 3.85,

Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between (E)xperimental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity uw = 350 [mm/s], Impact angle a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85,

Fr = 4088.79, fie = 201.97
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Another way to avoid a fast recoiling motion of the droplet is to reduce the free

surface rigidity, since it acts like a spring in the droplet deformation dynamics. The

surface tension (energy) stops the spreading of the droplet and drives its recoil¬

ing. The surface rigidity reduction can be achieved by adjusting the two following

parameters:

• Reduction of the surface tension 7. This coefficient has a direct impact on the

free surface rigidity and hence on the recoiling motion of the droplet. We will

study numerically its effect on the droplet deformation.

• Reduction of the contact-angle a^. The free surface deformation can be com¬

pared to that of a membrane reacting to pressure distribution. In simple terms,

variation of the contact-angle will result in a change of the deformation of the

membrane and a modification of its apparent rigidity.

Keeping in mind that the droplet / substrate interaction is weak (reduced wetting) in

the numerical simulations, we cannot expect a large deviation between the numerical

results for a substrate velocity of 10 [mm/s] and 350 [mm/s]. As (Figs. 7.1 and 7.2)

show, experimental and simulated droplet deformations are in agreement in both

cases. The Figures (Figs. 7.3c and 7.4c) depict slices of the droplet made with a

plane containing the velocity vectors w° and uw, passing through the abscissa y = 0

(Fig. 7.3a). These figures underline the similarity of the droplet shapes for the

two substrate velocities. The main difference is a larger translational motion of the

droplet on the substrate for a velocity of 350 [mm/s] (Figs. 7.3c and 7.4c).

An interesting feature of the droplet recoiling motion is depicted in (Figs. 7.3b and

7.4b). The reduction of the wetted area features two plateaux (a) and (b) in both

cases.

In all the numerical simulations performed in this section, we observed the formation

of a high pressure zone (H.P.) located between the droplet top and the substrate

(Fig. 7.5a). This high pressure zone results from the blockage of the flow by the
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Figure 7.3: Thermal energy and droplet evolution during the impact,

uw = 10 [mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97)
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Figure 7.4: Thermal energy and droplet evolution during the impact,

uw = 350 [mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re =

201.97)
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a) b)

Figure 7.5: Flow pattern observed during the recoil¬

ing motion of the droplet

droplet free surface and the interaction with the merging flow coming from the

periphery near this region. This high pressure region influences the low kinetic

energy flow by slowing down its motion towards the droplet center. Hence, it slows

down the recoiling motion of the droplet. We speculate that the formation of this

high pressure zone corresponds to two different time scales; the first time scale,

Td, is related to the time needed for the free surface to respond to a change in

the flow parameters and the second, 77, is related to the time scale of the flow

parameters variations. In this particular case, as the droplet recoils, the fluid is

accelerated and concentrates near the center of the droplet, between the droplet top

and the substrate, and thus increases the pressure in this region. The position of

this high pressure zone then moves away from the droplet center, in reaction to the

substrate velocity. The free surface of the droplet does not react instantaneously to

the pressure change and hence impedes the fluid motion for a certain time, r^. As a

consequence, the recoiling motion of the droplet slows down (plateau a). Pressure will

increase until the droplet surface reacts through an upward motion. This reaction,

in turn, decreases the pressure and diminishes the adverse pressure gradient acting
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on the recoiling flow.

The occurrence of the second plateau (b) can be explained by the occurrence of High

Pressure zones (H.P.) in the fluid close to the substrate (Fig. 7.5b). This zone close

to the substrate prevents the fluid near the substrate to move upwards. It separates

the fluid flow near the free surface into an upward flow (3) and a downward flow (1)

-(2). The downward flow contributes to a local increase in curvature of the droplet

surface near the contact-line (C.L.). The high pressure generated in this zone forces

part of the surface to stay on the substrate, hence slows down the dewetting process.

One can also observe in the middle of the droplet an upward flow starting close to

the contact surface and ending at the droplet surface. It is obvious that the direction

of this cone-shaped flow depends on the impact angle.

The free surface rigidity has an impact on the two plateaux since it influences, on

the one hand, the fluid acceleration during the recoiling phase and, on the other

hand, the time scale t^.

The above analysis is based on the examination of several hundreds frames of nu¬

merical results not shown here for brevity.

Influence of the Surface Tension

The reduction of the surface tension 7 de facto reduces the rigidity of the free

surface. This decrease in rigidity can be observed during the later spreading stage

and during the recoiling stage of the droplet (Figs. 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8). The decrease

in the free surface rigidity with reducing 7 is obvious during the recoiling phase,

when the free surface acts as a spring by releasing the stored energy to drive the

flow. A close observation of the droplet geometry for various surface tension values

during the recoiling phase shows that the droplet assumes a flatter and wider shape

with decreasing surface tension (Fig. 7.9). It can also be measured by the maximum

footprint of the droplet on the substrate, Sm, and the time delay before recoiling
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starts, Ts. As (Fig. 7.10) shows, the maximum wetted surface and the spreading

time increase with a decreasing surface tension.

Also, during the recoiling phase, the two plateaux, (a) and (b), are less prominent

with decreasing surface tension. Plateau, (a), gradually disappears because the time

scale Td decreases with reducing 7, therefore the free surface can react faster to flow

changes. Thus, the flow blockage effect at the droplet top is reduced, leading to a

reduction of the adverse pressure gradient. Finally, the fluid acceleration at the first

stage of recoiling diminishes with decreasing surface tension.

Plateau (b), also gradually disappears due to the fact that the high pressure zone

located above the contact-line, moves closer to the contact-line when the surface

tension is decreased. Hence, its impact on the fluid motion is exercised for a shorter

time.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison between (E)xperimental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity = 350 [mm/s], various surface tensions 7. impact angle

a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97
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Figure 7.7: Comparison between (E)xperimental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity = 350 [mm/s], various surface tensions 7, impact angle

a = 0 [deg], Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97
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Figure 7.8: Comparison between (E)xperimental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity = 350 [mm/s], various surface tensions 7, impact angle

a = 0 [deg], Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97
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Figure 7.9: Droplet profiles for various surface tensions 7, uw = 350 [mm/s]

(a = 0 [deg], Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97)
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Figure 7.10: Non-dimensional wetted surface for various surface tensions 7,

uw = 350 [mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97)
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Influence of the Contact-Angle

The decrease in the contact-angle promotes the wetting of the droplet on the sub¬

strate and, in particular for moderate to high values of surface tension, it affects the

shape of the free surface (Figs. 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13). The effect of the change in

contact-angle o;co is evident in (Fig. 7.14). One can observe that the droplet shape

widens and flattens with a decreasing contact-angle.

The spreading time, ts, and the maximum area, Sm, increase with decreasing contact-

angles (Fig. 7.15).

The reduction of the apparent free surface rigidity can be seen at the beginning

of the recoiling phase of the droplet, during which the plateau (a) disappears with

increasing contact-angles (Fig. 7.15). The attenuation of the plateau (a) is due

to the combination of the two following effects: on the one hand, the acceleration

of the flow by the free surface decreases with decreasing contact-angles (i.e. t/

increases); on the other hand, the free surface adapts faster to any changes in the

flow parameters (i.e. tj decreases).

The contact-angle value influences plateau (b) on account of its impact on the wetted

surface. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that for all contact-angles

the position of the high pressure zone tends to move towards the contact-line. As a

result, the high pressure zone influences faster the fluid flow near the contact-line.

As shown by (Fig. 7.15) setting a low contact-angle produces a smoother curve.

This implies that the fluid flow near the contact-line changes drastically from a

rolling motion to a translational motion. In the case of a contact-angle of 180 [deg],

the wetted surface increases in discrete steps, indicating the attachment of elements

on the substrate and the rolling of the fluid at the contact-line. For a contact-angle

value different than 180 [deg], the wetted surface variation is a smooth curve. In

this condition, the algorithm accurately tracks the contact-line motion.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between (E)xperimental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity = 350 [mm/s], various contact-angles ara, impact angle

a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97
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Figure 7.12: Comparison between (E)xpenmental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity = 350 [mm/s], various contact-angles am, impact angle

a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97
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Figure 7.13: Comparison between (E)xperimental and (N)umerical results.

Substrate velocity = 350 [mm/s], various contact-angles aca, impact angle

a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97
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Figure 7.14: Droplet profiles for various contact-angles a^, uw = 350

[mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97)
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7.1.2 Molten Solder Droplet Impact on a Stationary Sub¬

strate Prior to Solidification.

The following numerical results refer to the impact of a liquid solder droplet (Sn-e^Pb^)

on a flat aluminium substrate. The impact velocity is 2 [m/s] and the initial droplet

diameter 25 [ßm]. The properties of the solder are given in (Tab. 7.2). The impact

angle with respect to the normal to the substrate ranges from 0 to 60 [deg]. The

characteristic non-dimensional numbers describing the fluid motion are:

We = 2.38, Fr = 16300, Re = 157.

The initial velocity vector in the droplet domain is described below:

(uxl,uX2,uX3)T = 1^(0, -cosa,sina)T.

The substrate remains stationary.

Table 7.2: Droplet and substrate properties

Droplet properties (Sne3Pb37)

ßd 2.62 • 10-3 [^1 7 : 3.4528 • 10"1 g] Pd 8.218 • 103 [^]

Calculations of the droplet deposition using various impact angles show that the

droplet deforms and rolls during impact. The three dimensionality of the problem

is induced primarily by the rolling process, implying a greater significance at larger

impact angles. The cross section of the droplet in the y-z-plane remains practically

axisymmetric (Fig. 7.16). These results make sense physically due to the prepon¬

derant role played by the surface tension (high for liquid metals such as solder)

during the impact and the fact that the substrate is assumed to be ideally smooth

and non-wetted.
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For identical impact conditions (e.g. equal Re, We and Fr) but increasing impact

angles, the droplet tends to roll due to the decreasing normal velocity component at

impact. The two limiting cases are defined as the normal impact, which leads to an

axisymmetric deformation and the parallel rolling of the droplet on the substrate.

In (Fig. 7.16), slices of the droplet are presented along the plane defined by the

initial velocity vector of the droplet and by the normal to the substrate at the initial

impact point (Fig. 7.16a). In (Figs. 7.16b-f), the increasing sliding/rolling motion

of the droplet with an increasing impact angle can clearly be observed. This is due

to the increasing tangential velocity component of the droplet to the substrate. The

overall deformation of the droplet diminishes with an increasing impact angle.

An important aspect for any droplet/surface interaction heat transfer process is the

contact surface area. In the solder jetting process, the contact surface area directly

affects the cooling of the droplet and therefore also the solidified footprint, which is

dependent on the mechanical bonding of the deposited material on the substrate.

In (Fig 7.17a) the contact area between the droplet and the substrate is shown for

various impact angles. The behavior of the temporal evolution of the contact surface

can be divided into four regimes. The first regime corresponds to the spreading of

the droplet followed by the second regime, which is the receding/recoiling period.

During the recoiling regime (contact area decreasing with time) there is a small

intermittent regime (third regime) of local spreading which can be explained by the

occurrence of High Pressure zones (H.P.) in the fluid close to the substrate surface.

The reason for the occurrence of this plateau has already been explained in (Sect.

7.1.1) and corresponds to the plateau (b) (Fig. 7.5b).

During the remainder of the receding period (fourth regime), the contact surface

decreases with time but increases with the impact angles. This behavior is due to

the fact that kinetic energy normal to the substrate of the droplet is reduced with

increasing impact angles, which in turn results in a reduction of the surface potential

energy at the end of spreading and in a reduction of the subsequent recoiling driven
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Figure 7.16: Droplet profiles for various impact angles a,

(uw = 0,We = 2.38, Fr = 16300, Re = 157)
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Time [f^s] Time [us]

a) b)

Figure 7.17: Non-dimensional wetted surface for various impact angles a,

(uw =0,We = 2.38, Fr = 16300, Re = 157)

by this potential energy.

Influence of the Impact Velocity

(Figs. 7.18) shows that the deformation normal and tangential to the substrate of

the droplet increases with an increasing impact velocity at a fixed impact angle. The

normal kinetic energy forces the droplet deformation to be larger Hence, the droplet

will be flatter and wider after spreading. The tangential kinetic energy increases the

droplet translation on the substrate and, in addition, enhances the 3-dimensionality

of the deformation (Fig. 7.18). The non-axisymmetry of the deformation is evident

from the rippled shape of the cross sections (Fig. 7.18), especially for higher impact

speeds.

For an increasing impact velocity, the maximum wetted surface, Sm, increases and
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Figure 7.18: Droplet profiles for various impact velocities, a = 45 [deg]
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the spreading time, rs, decreases, as shown by (Fig. 7.19). The wetted surface does

not decrease uniformly (Fig. 7.19). The size of plateau (b) decreases with increasing

impact velocities. As its occurrence results from the pressure field influence on the

secondary velocity field near the substrate, fluid particles should be less sensitive to

the pressure field since the tangential kinetic energy increases, hence the inertia of

the droplet.

The origin of plateau (a) was already explained in (Sect. 7.1.1). Although, it results

from a high pressure zone and the reaction of the secondary fluid flow to the adverse

pressure gradient, its size grows with an increasing impact velocity. The tangential

kinetic energy of the droplet does not weaken the effect of the pressure field on the

flow. One should bear in mind that with increasing impact velocities, the distance

between the droplet top and the substrate at a given time decreases due to the

higher droplet deformation, which in turn increases the strength of the secondary

fluid flow. Due to the large deformation, the droplet top creates a bigger obstacle

to the upcoming fluid flow. The combination of these two phenomena leads to the

appearance of plateau (a) with increasing impact velocities.

The graphs in (Fig. 7.20) depict the motion of the barycenter of the wetted surface

(dashed lines) and the theoretical motion of a point rolling on the substrate with

a constant velocity (solid lines). The velocity the rolling point is set to m°cos(q;),

which is equal to the tangential velocity of the droplet to the substrate at impact. As

shown in (Fig. 7.20), the displacement of the barycenter increases with increasing

impact velocities for a given impact angle. This observation is supported by the

fact that the kinetic energy tangential to the substrate increases with higher impact

velocities, resulting in a larger translational motion of the droplet on the substrate.

The barycenter moves with a variable and higher velocity than a point rolling on

the substrate with the tangential velocity of the droplet at impact.
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7.2 Heat Transfer

Due to the time and length scales of the physical phenomena under investigation, it

is very difficult to acquire information regarding the local temperature distribution

in the droplet and the substrate. Therefore, we will validate the accuracy of the

heat transfer model by considering conservation of the total thermal energy Etot of

the droplet / substrate system. The total thermal energy is defined as:

Etot= f PdCp,d(T-min(T°X))dV+ f psCp,s(T-min(T°,T?))dV
Jvd Jvs

The dimensionless total thermal energy E^ot is defined as:

/ Pdcp4(T-min(T]X))dV+ [ psCp,s(T - min(TQd,T»)) dV
_ JVd {v,

^tot — r r

/ pdcp,d (T° - min(Tl 7?)) dV + / psCp,s (T° - min(T°d, T°)) dV
Jvd Jva

Since all external surfaces of the droplet/substrate system are adiabatic, in an ac¬

curate numerical calculation, the thermal energy has to be conserved in the system.

In typical calculations, where 2000 iterations correspond to approximately 15 [ßs]

of real time in the case of the solder droplet and around 80 [ßs] in the case of the

water droplet, a loss or gain in total thermal energy of only up to 1.5 [%] can be

observed. A reason for this acceptable error (taking into account the complexity

of the simulations) is that during remeshing operations a surface fitting algorithm

based on NURBS is applied to describe the free surface of the impacting droplet.

This operation can lead to small changes in the droplet volume. Also, since the def¬

inition of the surface is slightly changed through the fitting algorithm, small errors

in the interpolation of the temperature, velocity and pressure fields occur. These

fluctuations in the above mentioned variable fields, which are on the order of 0.1 [%]

for each remeshing operation, lead to fluctuations in the total thermal energy (Ap¬

pendix C). A further explanation of this deviation in thermal energy is that during
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the evaluation of the heat flux between the droplet and the substrate small errors in

the calculation of the active heat transfer area can lead to cumulative errors in the

total thermal energy. In other words, since the calculated energy exchanged by heat

transfer during each time-step is based on a calculated local heat flux multiplied

by a fractional surface, errors in the evaluation of the active heat transfer surface

can lead to differences in the energy transferred out of the droplet domain and the

energy transferred into the substrate domain. This error contributes to the total

thermal energy loss or gain after many iterations. In spite of this minor limitation,

the requirement of the thermal energy conservation is fulfilled in the present cal¬

culations. In all calculations performed, the thermal energy content of the droplet

decreased by a maximum of 1.9 [%]. In other words, the total thermal energy is well

conserved. Quantitative evidence will be presented later in this chapter.

7.2.1 Water Droplet Impact on a Moving Substrate

The following experimental and numerical results pertain to the impact of a water

droplet on a moving surface. The contact resistance between the droplet and the

substrate is RtjC = 1.10-6 [Km2/W], corresponding to a value of the interface heat

transfer coefficient h of 1.106 [W/Km2]. The initial temperature of the droplet and

the substrate are respectively 40 [°C] and 20 [°C], The impact velocity is 1.9 [m/s]

and the initial droplet diameter 90 [ßm]. The droplet and substrate properties are

given in (Tab. 7.3). The droplet impacts orthogonally onto the substrate. The

characteristic non-dimensional numbers describing the fluid motion are:

We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97.

The initial velocity vector in the droplet domain is described below:

(uXl,uX2,uX3)T = m°(0,0, -1)T.
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The substrate moves at of velocities uw of 10 [mm/s] and 350 [mm/s] and its velocity

can be described by the vector uw(l, 0,0)T.

Table 7.3: Droplet and substrate properties

Droplet properties (water at 40 [°C])

ßd : 0.7-10-3[ä 7 : 6.956 10~2 [£] pd : 0.8262 • 103 [%]

cp : 4.1786 103 [^] k : 6.2760132 • 10"1 [^]

Substrate properties ( 7.14 [%] Gold + 92.86 [%] titanium)

Ps : 1.83 • 10* [äfr] % 1.29-lOM^] k : 3.17-102[S

No change in the droplet and substrate thermal energy can be observed for substrate

velocities of 10 [mm/s] and 350 [mm/s] (Figs. 7.21 and 7.22). This is in agreement

with the fact that the droplet deformation and wetted surface are numerically not

influenced by the substrate velocity (Sect. 7.1.1).

Influence of the Surface Tension

The heat transfer rate between droplet and substrate increases with decreasing sur¬

face tension. This phenomenon is mainly due to the increase in footprint with

diminishing surface tension (Figs. 7.23).

Influence of the Contact-Angle

The decrease in the contact-angle increases the footprint of the droplet and therefore

improves the heat transfer between the substrate and the droplet (Figs. 7.24).
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7.2.2 Molten Solder Droplet Impact on a Stationary Sub¬

strate.

The following numerical results pertain to the non-orthogonal impact of a liquid

solder droplet (Sn^Pb^) on a flat aluminium substrate. The contact resistance

between the droplet and the substrate is Rtfi = 1.10-6 [Km2/W], corresponding to

a value of the interface heat transfer coefficient h of 1.106 [W/Km2]. The initial

temperature of the droplet and the substrate are respectively 350 [°C] and 200

[°C]. The impact velocity is 2 [m/s] and the initial droplet diameter 25 [ßm]. The

droplet and substrate properties are given in (Tab. 7.4). The impact angle with

respect to the normal to the substrate ranges from 0 to 60 [deg]. The characteristic

non-dimensional numbers describing the fluid motion are:

We = 2.38, Fr = 16300, Re = 157.

The initial velocity vector in the droplet domain is described below:

(uXl,uX2,uX3)T = m°(0, -cosa,sino:)r.

The substrate remains stationary.

Table 7.4: Droplet and substrate properties

Droplet properties (Sn^Pb^r)

ßd : 2.62-10-3Ê] 7 : 3.4528 • HT1 g] pd : 8.218-103[ä]

cp : 2.38-102[-^] k : 2.5-101 [S

Substrate properties (aluminium)

ps : 2.7-104[ä] cp : 9.17 -102[^] k : 2.38-102 S]

A comparison of (Figs. 7.25 a-d) clearly shows that the heat removal from the

droplet decreases markedly with an increasing impact angle (measured from the
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normal to the substrate). This is due to the fact that the contact area is reduced

with an increased impact angle. In addition, the convective effects in the droplet

are reduced with increasing impact angles, since the droplet tends to adopt a rolling

motion with reduced impact-induced internal flow velocities, in particular in the

vertical direction.

Influence of the Impact Velocity

The heat transfer between the droplet and substrate increases with the impact ve¬

locity. In addition to the increase of the wetted surface with higher impact velocity,

the convection within the droplet is enhanced. Furthermore, the translational mo¬

tion of the droplet on the substrate leads to larger heat flux between the droplet

and the substrate (Fig. 7.26).
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Figure 7.25: Droplet and substrate thermal energy for various impact angles a,

(uw = 0, We = 2.38, Fr = 16300, Re = 157)
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8. Conclusion

The objective of this dissertation was to simulate a complex free surface fluid me¬

chanics and heat transfer problem, using for the first time the finite element method.

More specifically, the three dimensional deformation of a small droplet impacting

on a rigid surface, at a different temperature than that of the droplet, was investi¬

gated. The conjugate droplet/substrate heat transfer was considered in addition to

the daunting difficulties of fluid dynamics physics in a severely deforming domain,

bounded between the free surface and the substrate, and driven by the energy trans¬

fer between impact kinetics and surface potential energy. The implications of fluid

mechanics on the heat transfer were also quantified.

We have shown that the finite element method, based on the Lagrangian formulation

of the Navier-Stokes and heat transfer equations, could simulate the large deforma¬

tion of the droplets in good agreement with experimental results, also performed

in the context of this dissertation. Indeed, both the length and time scales of the

droplet are well captured numerically.

The heat transfer problem was solved using a method based on two non-connected

meshes. Despite inherent total thermal energy losses, this method has been imple¬

mented with success. Total thermal energy losses for an entire calculation cycle were

less than 1.5 [%] in all cases, which is within acceptable tolerance in regard to the

complexity of the problem under consideration.

Unlike published studies on similar problems implementing finite difference methods

based on fixed grids (e.g. the Volume Of Fluids - VOF), which are imprecise nu¬

merical methods on account of inherent limitations, a deforming and a continuously

adaptive grid was implemented in the present research.

A stable surface and volume mesh generator was used in conjunction with a robust
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surface reconstruction algorithm to ensure an optimum quality of the volume and

surface meshes. To perform this task, the surface reconstruction algorithm fits

a Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surface onto the free surface of the

droplet, which is then used to generate a new surface mesh. A volumetric mesh is

generated subsequently.

The design and software engineering of these algorithms, which included the non-

connected thermal meshes and the surface reconstruction algorithms, and the devel¬

opment the theoretical basis for their implementation were the challenge and main

achievements of this dissertation.

Both water and liquid solder (prior to freezing) were considered in simulations.

Numerical results and experiments are in good agreement, especially during the

spreading stage of the droplet. Regarding the recoiling phase, variations between

numerical calculation and experiments were observed, as explained in (Sect. 7.1.1),

since the wetting of the substrate was not modeled.

The numerical results show that the growth of the contact surface between the

droplet and the substrate is monotonie during the spreading phase. However, dur¬

ing the recoiling phase, the contact surface decrease can be delayed and often two

distinct plateaux are observed in the time evolution of the contact surface. These

plateaux are attributed to the disparity of the time scales of the oscillation of the

free surface in relation to that of the fluid motion inside the droplet.

The study concluded that the three dimensional behavior of the droplet impact is

primarily captured through a rolling/translational motion, more noticeable at high

substrate velocities and large impact angles with respect to the normal to the surface,

combined with large impact velocities. The surface tension has a correcting effect

and promotes axisymmetry. Neither splashing phenomena nor fingering formation

was observed within the parametric domain of this dissertation.
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Future development of this suite of algorithms should cover the solidification phase

of the molten alloy. In addition, its capabilities should be expanded to capture more

complex free surface phenomena such as folding of the surface and break up of the

liquid domain. These are the challenges to be overcome by future investigators. Last

but not least the accuracy of the predicted results will benefit from experimental

data on wetting currently not available in the open literature.
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Appendix A. Definitions

Let us consider a parametric surface S(£,n) and define the following primitive quan¬

tities:

r1 = dçS, E = r1-r1, G = r2-r2,

r2 = dnS F = ri- r2, K2 = EG- F2

Figure A.l: Definition of the tangential vectors ri and r2

A.l Surface Integration Transformation

A surface integration in the Cartesian space (xi,x2,Xi) can be transformed in an

equivalent surface integration in the surface parametric space (£,77) through the

following transformation:

J J fdS = jj fKdÇdrj (A.l)
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in which K is related to the mapping of a unitary surface element in the parametric

space into the Cartesian space.

A.2 Surface Gradient Operator

The surface gradient operator of a parametric surface S(£, rj) is defined as :

Vs... = ±{r1(Gdt:...-FdTl...)+r2(Edv...-Fdl:...)} (A.2)



Appendix B. Theorems

B.l Gradient Theorems Related to a Volume

[ff V0dV= ff 6ndS (B.l)
JJJv JJdv

fffv-FdV=ff F-ndS (B.2)
J J Jv J Jdv

B.2 Gradient Theorems Related to a Surface

Let C be any closed curve drawn on a surface and m the unit vector tangential

to the surface S and normal to the curve at any point of C, drawn outward from

the region enclosed by C. The divergence theorem applied to a surface for a scalar

function 9 and a vector function F can be written as follows [65]:

ffvsddS=<femdC+ff(Va-n)dndS (B.3)
JJs Jc JJs

ffvs-FdS= If- mdC+ ff (Vs -n)FndS (B.4)
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Appendix C. Droplet Volume and

Thermal Variations during

Calculations
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-0.08

— Volume Loss

Energy Loss

0.0 i5.0 5o.O 15.0 x00-0
Time [us]

Figure C.l: Droplet volume and thermal energy evolution during

the impact, uw = 10 [mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79,

Re = 201.97)
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Figure C.2: Droplet volume and thermal energy loss for various surface tensions 7,

uw = 350 [mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97)
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Appendix D. Droplet Volume

Evolution during Calculations
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Figure D.l: Droplet volume evolution during the impact, uw =

10 [mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], We = 3.85, Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97)
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Figure D.2: Droplet volume evolution for various surface tensions 7,

uw = 350 [mm/s] (a = 0 [deg], Fr = 4088.79, Re = 201.97)
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Figure D.4: Droplet volume evolution for various impact angles a,
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Figure D.5: Droplet volume evolution for various impact velocities, a = 45 [deg]
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